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ABSTRACT

A policy capturing model was proposed and evaluated

using Monte Carlo computer techniques. The model represents

a particular adaptation of mUltiple regression techniques to

the method of paired comparisons and can be used to develop

cue salience measures based on the similarity judgments of

multiple cue stimuli.

Most policy capturing models depend on maintaining

orthogonalality among cue values in order to provide

measures of cue salience. The proposed model takes into

account the difficulty of maintaining zero level correla

tions among cues when mUltiple cue stimuli are compared

using a paired comparison format. As an alternative, the

model allows the experimenter to select from various

stimuli comparison strategies such that each comparison

strategy represents a trade-off between the number of paired

comparisons required and a level of uniform intercorrelation

which must exist among all cues comprising the stimuli. The

rationale for the model assumes that spurious effects due to

cue intercorrelations which influence the magnitude of cue

salience measures will be shared equally by all cues if

intercorrelations are held constant and that these effects

will not substantially influence the relative rank ordering

of resulting cue salience measures.
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The model was evaluated under 189 different conditions

defined by the number of cues comprising the stimuli, the

number of these cues exhibiting valid relationships with

criterion ratings, the level of valid cue-criterion rela

tionships, and the stimuli comparison strategy employed.

The adequacy of cue salience measures derived under these

conditions were assessed using several criteria aimed at

identifying the extent to which salience measures asso

ciated with valid cues were distinct from salience measures

associated with random cues.

The model was found to perform well under certain con

ditions and to perform poorly under others. The type of

comparison strategy chosen, the number of valid cues, and

the strength of cue-criterion relationships were all found

to affect the level of adequacy associated with the cue

salience measures. The model was found to work best for

stimuli comparisons involving greater than four cues but

fewer than four valid cues.

A formula and a Table were developed which provide

estimates of the expected adequacy of cue salience measures

developed under all conditions for which the model was

tested.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Within the area of human information processing, a

number of models have been proposed for the purpose of

determining how individuals use various pieces of infor

mation in coming to some decision. Often, these models

employ a mathematical procedure of some kind in order to

provide these assessments. While mathematical models of

human information processing may have great appeal, there

are often mathematically based limitations to these models

which may make their use under certain situations inappro

priate or at least questionable. A prime example of such

potential misuse involves certain applications of regres

sion based models for performing policy capturing research

when the information to be presented to sUbjects is inter

correlated.

In general, regression based policy capturing models

focus on the extent to which an individual, given several

sources of information (cues), uses each cue in coming to

some decision or making some judgment. For instance, a

group of personnel managers might be provided with several

pieces of information on a number of prospective job can

didates and then be asked to make a decision regarding

whether or not each candidate should be hired. A typical

regression approach to policy capturing would involve
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computing a multiple regression equation for each personnel

manager. The information on job candidates (cues) would

serve as the predictor variables and the hiring decisions

would serve as the criterion. The extent to which a

particular personnel manager focussed on anyone cue could

then be determined by computing the relative contribution

of that cue (predictor variable) in accounting for variance

in the hiring decisions (criterion).

Unfortunately, these kinds of assessments can only be

made accurately if all of the predictor variables are

mutually uncorrelated. Darlington (1968) showed that

measures of salience derived from regression weights are

highly unstable and misleading when substantial intercor

relation exists among the predictor variables. As recently

as 1977, Schmitt and Levine (1977) report that no real

solution has been found to the problem of developing rela

tive weights or salience measures for correlated predictors.

They cite only the work of Hoerl and Kennard (1970) who

introduced the technique of ridge regression which produces

regression weights more representative of population weights

than regular sample regression weights when predictor varia

bles are highly intercorrelated. However, even populaticn

weights do not represent measures of unique predictor con

tribution if the predictors are correlated in the population.

Investigators employing regression based policy cap

turing techniques have approached this problem in a number
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of different ways. Most have chosen to maintain orthogo

nality among the cues (predictors) and thus avoid redun

dancy in the computation of salience measures. Due to the

orthogonal nature of these designs, several researchers

such as Hoffman, Slovic, and Rorer (1968), Anderson (1970),

and Phelps and Shanteau (1978) have chosen to frame their

research using ANOVA. However, a potential price may be

paid for orthogonality in the form of unrealistically con

strued rating tasks. Brunswik (1955) warned that factorial

designs may produce combinations of values which are inher

ently incompatible or otherwise unrealistic and disruptive

of the very process that they were meant to disclose.

Other investigators have suggested achieving orthogo

nality among correlated predictors by using factor analytic

techniques to develop composite predictors (Jackson, 1969).

This has a certain appeal for natural setting research, but

it also poses a problem for the meaningfulness of the com

posite predictors, especially where a small number of cues

are involved. More importantly, the process does nothing

to help determine to which cue, and among a set of corre

lated cues, a subject is actually responding.

Some policy capturing techniques, such as those of

Christal (1963), Wherry and Naylor (1966) Maguire and Glass

(1968) may at first seem to avoid the whole issue of com

puting relative weights for correlated cues. These tech

niques, which are all clustering procedures, focus on the

identification of subjects exhibiting similar rating policies
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without really specifying what those policies are. Identi

fication of salient cues is left to the ingenuity of the

experimenter. However, as pointed out in the more detailed

analysis presented in the next section, under conditions of

correlated cues, implicit assumptions are made by the

grouping procedures which may have the effect of combining

subjects whose policies yield functionally equivalent

results but who are, in reality, responding to different

cues.

Finally, a number of multidimensional approaches to

policy capturing have been proposed (Wiggins, 1973) which

involve analytic models such as those offered by Tucker

and Messick (1963) and Carroll and Chang (1970). While

these techniques are of extreme value for solving many

types of problems, they too are incapable of partitioning,

variance due to correlated cues.

The underlying truism which continues to recur is that

no statistical technique, no matter how elegant, is capable

of unconfounding variables which are inherently confounded

within the study design. Subjects who are presented with

correlated cues and asked to make jUdgments regarding those

cues may very well focus on a particular cue or set of cues,

but if the intercorrelations among the cues are substantial

and no systematic presentation procedure is used to reduce

confounding, no amount of statistical hocus pocus will accu

rately reflect the unique contribution of each cue. Although
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one is reminded of the warning from Brunswik (1955), it

would still seem that the systematic control over cue presen

tation represents the only effective means of establishing

cue salience.

The current study examines a particular approach to

controlling cue intercorrelations when regression based

policy capturing techniques are applied to the paired com

parisons of multiple cue stimuli. The reason that paired

comparison judgments have been chosen for study is that the

feasibility of maintaining complete orthogonality among cues

in such situations is very limited. That is, when a number

of objects or stimuli composed of several cues are submitted

to a paired comparison process, the simple repetitive presen

tation of these multiple cue stimuli can create intercorre

lation among the cues. Further, the numbers of stimuli and

the numbers of paired comparisons required to eliminate this

artifact and produce complete orthogonality are often pro

hibitive.

A model is presented in Chapter III which offers an

alternative. Instead of eliminating intercorrelation among

the cues, the model provides for equalizing all cue inter

correlations. Depending on the particular combination of

cue values that are chosen to represent the mUltiple cue

stimuli, the experimenter can guarantee a known, equal level

of cue intercorrelation among all cues.

The rationale for this approach is based on the assump

tion that the proliferation of any spurious cue-criterion
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relationships will be spread evenly among all cues if they

are equally intercorrelated and that this form or error

variance will act as an additive constant. Thus, in the

computation of cue salience measures, this effect should

not inflate the importance of one cue any more than any

other cue.

The major goal of the current research was to provide

information on the adequacy of the proposed model in terms

of its ability to yield accurate measures of cue salience.

In order to generate this kind of evaluative informa

tion, Monte Carlo computer techniques were used to repeat

edly simulate response data for thirty hypothetical subjects

under 189 separate conditions. These conditions were

defined by systematically varying:

1. The number of cues considered;

2. The interrelationships among the cues;

3. The number of cues programmed to correlate with

hypothetical subject responses; and

4. The level of cue correlation with hypothetical

sUbject responses.

For each experimental condition, cue salience measures

were developed for the thirty hypothetical subjects and were

analyzed in order to determine whether the measures accu

rately reflected the actual levels of importance assigned to

the various cues under that experimental condition.

It is interesting to note that Smith and Levine (1977)

in discussing current research problems relating to the use
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of cue salience measures, identified six areas in need of

further research. The second area they identified dealt

with problems of cue intercorrelation. They suggested that:

A Monte Carlo investigation of the importance
of predictor or cue intercorrelation with
different numbers of predictors, sizes of
~ue validities, and overall predictability
might reveal the extent of the problem which
future investigators might encounter.

Although the current study is framed in terms of a

paired comparison approach to policy capturing, the study

findings should have relevance for all forms of policy

capturing and for regression problems in general.



CHAPTER II

PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Non-Regression Approaches

While regression approaches to policy capturing have

been most popular, they have not been the only approaches

used. Other approaches include non-Bayesian probability

theories (Lopes, 1976; Castellan, 1977), branch tracing

(Hayes, 1968; Kleinmuntz, 1968; Hogarth, 1974), information

theory (Bieri, Atkins, Briari, Leaman, Miller, and Tripodi,

1966), and signal detection theory (Green and Swets, 1966).

Bayesian approaches were extremely popular during the

sixties, but were criticized extensively (Slovic and

Lichtenstein, 1971; Shanteau, 1972) and have been dismissed

as inappropriate by Anderson and Shanteau (1977) and

Fischhoff and Lichtenstein (1978).

In that the current research does not deal with these

non-regression approaches, they have been referenced solely

for the sake of completeness and for convenience to the

reader. Accordingly, they will not be covered in the

review which follows.

Studies Exemplary of the Regression Approach

A plethora of studies have appeared during the past two

decades involving the use of regression or ANOVA techniques

to capture judgment policies. Slovic and Lichtenstein (1971
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and 1973) provide an excellent review of the literature

prior to 1970 and cite a number of studies to illustrate the

wide range of topics covered in policy capturing research.

These studies include the assessment of personality charac

teristics (Hammong, Hursch, & Todd, 1964; Knox & Hoffman,

1962); performance in college (Dawes, 1971; Einhorn, 1971;

Newton, 1965); job performance (Madden, 1963; Naylor & Wherry,

1965); attractiveness of common stocks (Slovic, 1969) and

other types of gambles (Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1968); physi

cal and mental pathology (Goldberg, 1970; Hoffman, Slovic, &

Rorer, 1968; Oskamp, 1962; Wiggins & Hoffman, 1968); and

legal issues (Kort, 1968; Ulmer, 1969).

More recent studies include the work of Borman (1978),

and Zedeck & Kafry (1977) who examined the performance

rating policies of supervisors; Phelps and Shanteau (1978)

who focussed on livestock judges; Anderson (1977) who cen

tered on the evaluation of student profiles by teachers;

Mabee (1978) who studied learning disability symptoms; and

Sniezek & Naylor (1978) who looked at the effect of nominal

to interval level scales on cue-criterion relationships.

Major Regression Models

Hoffman (1960) developed the first model specifically

proposed as a policy capturing method. However, Brunswik

(1952, 1956) had earlier proposed a model he named the "lens"

model which may have served as a forerunner to Hoffman.

Although the Brunswik model included measures known as cue
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utilization coefficients, these measures were afforded only

secondary consideration.

The earlier Brunswik model was developed as a technique

for studying the learning process. The model is most appro

priately used in research where subjects are presented with

cues having established relationships with a verifiable

criterion. The major dependent measure of interest is usu

ally the accuracy of subject responses in trying to predict

the criterion, while the independent variables of interest

are likely to be the level of cue association with the cri

terion (cue validity), the number of cues, the discrim

inability of the cues, etc. Cue utilization coefficients

are the correlation coefficients obtained between the cues

and subject responses. They are used to assess the dif

ferential use of cues as a result of experimental manipu

lation rather than to assess the idiosyncracies of individual

subjects. An expanded explanatioll of the lens model is

offered by Hursch, Hammond, and Hursch (1964) and Dudycha

and Naylor (1966).

The relative weight model proposed by Hoffman (1960)

was really the first analytic technique directed toward

characterizing idiosyncratic judgment policies. Hoffman

borrowed the word "paramorphic" from mineralogy to describe

his method in that he wanted to emphasize that the linear

model may not be an accurate representation of the actual

cognitive process but that it was possible for the linear
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model to serve as an effective working representation which

could help at a functional level to explain idiosyncratic

judgment without necessarily reproducing the internal

process.

Hoffman suggested computing a mUltiple regression

equation for each subject in the sample. The information

provided to the subject (cues) would serve as the predic-

tor variables and the subject evaluations would serve as the

criterion variable. It was assumed that each subject would

be presented with a sufficient number of cases for evalua-

tion in order to assure the development of a nontrivial

equation. Hoffman's original example involved the classi-

fication of mental patients into diagnostic categories by

clinicians. Hoffman suggested that the idiosyncratic ten-

dencies of clinicians could be investigated by providing

them with information such as laboratory test results,

biographical data, ~cores on psychological tests, manifest

symptoms or other observables, and having the clinicians

make judgments on at least ordinal level scales indicating

the degree to which a characteristic, trait, symptom, or

biographical factor was present.

The extent to which each clinician relied on certain

cues could then be established by the computation of "rela-

tive weights" as shown below.

RW. =a
B. r.
~ ~c

2
Rt o t

(continued next page)
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Where: RW. = the relative weight for the ith predictor
l.

B. = the standardized regression weight for the
l. ith predictor

r. = the correlation of the ith predictor with
l.C the criterion

2 the overall multiple correlation squaredRt o t =

Hoffman chose such a formulation because the relative

weights for a given subject conveniently sum to 1.0 and

thus each weight represents the proportion of predictable

variance attributable to the associated cue. As indicated

earlier, however, these proportions are only accurate if

the cues are uncorrelated.

Integration theory (Anderson, 1970, 1974) which involves

the concept of functional measurement represents the most

straight forward attempt to combine policy capturing tech-

niques with cognitive theory. The model assumes that sub-

jects make two types of subjective evaluations. Anderson

(1970) describes the process as follows:

Two assumptions are central to informa
tion integration theory. First, each compo
nent of the information presented to the
subject is represented by a subjective value
on an interval scale. The process by which
this occurs is called valuation. Second, the
subjective values are combined in some alge
braic manner that weights the information.
This process is called integration and
results in a response on an interval scale.
Functional measurement is the estimation of
the subjective scale values for a particular
integration function. Validation of the
integration model supports the assumption
that the response scale and, in turn, the
subjective scales are interval in nature.
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The "integration weights" or cue salience weights are

estimated using either ANOVA techniques or a maximum likeli

hood procedure (Norman, 1973). The integration weights are

based on an additive model and are distributed such that

they sum to one. Again, there is no provision for possible

redundancy among the cues; thus, they must be assumed to be

orthogonal in order for the weights to be computed accurately.

The assumption of orthogonal cues is particularly difficult

for the model in that the cue values used by the subjects

are assumed to be subjective in nature in that they are a

result of the "valuation" process.

In addition, Schonemann, Cafferty, and Rotton (1973)

have presented a proof that the integration weights are

confounded with the unit of measurement on the valuation

scales and are not mathematically identifiable in the con

stant weight averaging model. Norman (1967a) showed that

the criticism did not matter if one could make the assump

tion of equal intervals for all of the valuation scales

and proposed a somewhat modified version of integration

theory (Norman, 1976b) which incorporates this assumption.

Policy Capturing through Clustering

Many investigators have chosen to approach the policy

capturing process through use of clustering techniques.

Usually the emphasis in these studies is not directed

toward simulating the cognitive process such as with inte

gration theory, but rather the goal is to determine whether
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identifiable rater types exist among the sample of judges.

If clusters are detected, attempts to contrast the resulting

clusters often involve correlation of group membership with

outside measures rather than characterizing the groups on

the basis of cue salience measures. That is, it is often

sufficient to know that individuals from a certain back

ground exhibit judgment policies substantially different

from the policies of another group without necessarily

focussing on the actual policy differences exhibited by the

groups.

Most of the clustering techniques involve a variation

of the hierarchical combination procedures developed by

Ward (1961) and presented more completely in a later arti

cle by Ward and Hook (1963). Christal (1963) basing his

ideas on earlier work by Bottenberg and Christal (1961)

proposed a method of policy clustering called the JAN (Judg

ment Analysis) technique. Naylor and Wherry (1965) brought

the technique into prominence with their study of the sub

ordinate evaluation policies of Air Force aircraft mainte

nance supervisors.

The JAN technique involves the computation of a multi

ple regression equation for each subject. The procedure then

combines all possible pairs of subjects and computes a re

gression equation for each pair. The pair which can be com

bined with the smallest increase in overall error variance

is retained and the procedure repeats the process with one
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less equation. This process continues until all subjects

have been classified into a single group.

The number of clusters are determined by examining the

error term at each step of the grouping process and looking

for large increases in error. A large increase would indi-

cate that the groups at that step should not have been com-

bined and that the groups represent distinctly different

policies. The F ratio shown below measures the significance

of error increases from one step to the next.

R2 2
F = s s+lR X N - (k - s}P

1- R
2

Ps

Where: R2 = maximum predictive efficiency of groups at iteration s

2
s+IR = maximum predictive efficiency at itera-

tion s + I

k = total number of equations to be grouped

N = number of observations

p = number of predictors

Naylor and Wherry (1965) felt the technique was appro-

priate for correlated cues because the process did not

attempt to partition variance among redundant cues. Racher

the procedure simply combined equations which were func-

tionally equivalent regardless of the particular regression

coefficient values. In fact, Naylor and Wherry (1965)

specifically imposed a predetermined pattern of covariance
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on the cue distributions in order to maintain a sense of

realism.

What is being overlooked in this type of conceptuali-

zation is that functionally equivalent regression equations

do not necessarily represent equivalent policies when cues

are intercorrelated. It is possible under this system to

conceive of a completely uninterpretable situation in which

judge 1 was attending to cue A, judge 2 was attending to

cue B, but because A and B were correlated, the predictable

variance for judge 1 might be misleadingly absorbed by the

regression coefficient for cue B and the predictable variance

for judge 2 might be absorbed by cue A. The ultimate mis-

representation comes, however, when the grouping procedure

classifies the resulting equations as functionally equiva-

lent and combines both judges to form a single equation

where the predictor redundancy is spread evenly between the

two cues.

studies of Cue Intercorrelation

The classification accuracy of four regression based

clustering procedures was investigated by McClanahan and

Waters (1976). One of the parameters varied was the level

of cue intercorrelation (r .. = .40, . 60, and .80) where
~J

all cues within a given condition covaried equally. The

study showed that compared to other factors (i.e., the level

of cue validity and number of profiles to be clustered) the

level of cue intercorrelation had the least effect on
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classification accuracy. Although it was not the intent

of the study, the findings do support the contention that

equalization of cue intercorrelations may represent a rea

sonable approach to controling the confounding effects of

correlated cues in situations where the correlations cannot

be eliminated. Generalization from the McClanahan and Waters

(1976) study is limited, however, in that they were comparing

the accuracy of procedures which tended to consolidate cue

dimensions rather than assess the accuracy of cue salience

measures.

Several studies have touched on the problem of cue inter

correlation but only Darlington (1968) has explicitly sought

to demonstrate the statistical effects of predictor intercor

relation. In terms of cognitive effects, Slovic (1966) and

Hoffman (1968) found that when correlated cues agreed in

their implications, subjects tended to weight them equally

and when they disagreed, subjects tended to choose one and

ignore the other. Dustin and Baldwin (1966) further found

that the amount of weight given correlated cues tended to

exceed the combined weight that would be expected if the

cues were independent. Dudycha and Naylor (1966b) showed

that in a learning task the overall accuracy of subject

responses measured in terms of multiple correlation coeffi

cients increased as the level of cue intercorrelation

increased. Schenck and Naylor (1968) reconsidered the prob

lem and decided that most of the increases in R were due to
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the capitalization on chance that occurs when predictors

are intercorrelated.

The work of Darlington (1968) stands alone as an exam

ple of the critical analysis needed in this area. Darlington

compared five measures of predictor variable salience and

provided a critical evaluation of the usefulness of each

measure. The measures were: (1) the squared correlation

between the predictor and the criterion, r 2 (2) the stan

dardized least squares regression weight, Si (3) 6 multiplied

by ri (4) the usefulness index, Vi and (5) Englehart's (1936)

measures known as E. The usefulness index, V, equals the

amount which the squared multiple correlation coefficient

drops when the variable of interest is removed from the

regression equation and a new regression equation is calcu

lated. Englehart's (1936) measure involves defining a

"contribution to variance" measure for each predictor varia-

ble and for each joint effect formed from all pairs of pre

dictor variables. The measures were defined such that their

sum equals R2 and the values associated with the individual

predictor variables were taken to be measures of independent

contribution. Darlington, however, showed the assumptions

underlying this measures to be faulty.

All five indices were shown to yield the same conclu

sions with respect to the relative and absolute importance

of the predictors when the predictors were uncorrelated.

However, when the predictor variables were correlated, the
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five measures were often found to vary widely with regard

to salience implications. The most important conclusion to

be drawn from Darlington's (1968) analysis was that under

conditions where predictors were highly intercorrelated,

the regression weights become extremely unstable. As the

multiple correlation approaches 1.0 and as the predictor

intercorrelations also approach 1.0, the standardized

regression weights may bounce from almost 0.0 to almost 1.0

for a given predictor as a result of only a very slight

change in the amount of predicted variance attributable to

the predictor.

As a result of Darlington's (1968) exposition,

researchers have been hesitant, with good reason, to use

regression weight indices as measures of importance. Due

to the need for establishing cue salience in policy cap

turing research, this state of affairs has persuaded most

researchers to maintain their orthogonal designs. It would

seem that alternative procedures aimed at equalizing cue

intercorrelations have not been considered to any great

extent.

Problems Beyond Cue Intercorrelation

The focus of research covered thus far has been on the

use of regression approaches to policy capturing with par

ticular attention being paid to problems of cue intercorre

lation. However, the difficulties encountered as a result

of correlated cues must be placed into perspective with
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regard to two additional concerns. They are non-linear

relationships and interactive relationships.

Dawes and Corrigan (1974) have shown the linear model

to be extremely robust in that any number of weights can

yield very high multiple correlation coefficients when the

predictors are indeed related to the criterion. Anderson

and Shanteau (1977) have pointed out a number of drawbacks

to theory testing based on this robustness. They described

a number of instances in which interactive relationships

among variables were masked due to the ability of the simple

linear prediction equations to produce high Rls.

The importance of interactions in correctly capturing

individual policies cannot be overemphasized (Edgall, 1978).

That is, if a subject considers one cue only in the presence

of a high value for another cue, the implications for cor

rectly assessing cue utilization policies are substantial.

The usual procedure for assessing configural utilization

policies involves adding composite variables to the regression

equation formed from the product of initial cue pairs or by

considering interactive effects as part of the ANOVA F tests.

As might be expected, Anderson and Shanteau (1977) indicate

that the problems of accurately identifying interactive

effects increase with the level of cue intercorrelation.

The problems of assessing polynomial cue-criterion

relationships are somewhat less severe than assessing inter

active relationships in that the additional terms to be
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included in the regression equation are derived from each

cue individually and are not influenced by cue intercorre

lation. However, even in this situation, the effect of the

polynomial term may be somewhat reduced by change correla

tions of that term with first degree cues representing other

variables which in turn correlate with the first degree term

used to create the polynomial.



CHAPTER III

THE PROPOSED MODEL

The current study focusses on a proposed approach to

performing policy capturing research which involves the

presentation of multiple cue stimuli to subjects using a

paired comparison format. The proposed policy capturing

technique employs an adaptation of basic regression proce

dures designed to provide cue salience measures under con

ditions where all predictor intercorrelations have been

equalized.

The model, which is presented in this section, was

limited in scope in order to make the study more manageable.

The limitation involves restricting the value of all cues to

a dichotomy (e.g., either high or low, present or absent,

etc.). While the model itself can accornodate other than

dichotomous cue values, the model remains feasible for an

increasingly smaller number of cues as the number of possible

cue values increases. In that the purpose of the study was

to provide information on the adequacy of the model over as

many conditions as possible, it was felt that the limitation

of cue values was reasonable.

comparison of Multiple Cue Stimuli

The model and analytic technique can be better under

stood by considering the following. Figure 1 presents two

multiple cue stimuli comprised of six cues each. The pluses
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and minuses represent qualitative or quantitative cue values.

The exact nature of these values is unimportant other than

the cues are constrained to assume no values other than plus

or minus.

Stimulus I

Stimulus 2

CUE
I

+

+

CUE
2

+

CUE
3

+

CUE
4

+

+

CUE
5

CUE
6

Figure 1. Comparison of multiple cue stimuli

Now consider that an individual is presented with a

number of such stimuli pairs and asked to provide a

similarity rating for each pair. If one assumes that the

individual providing the ratings is focussing on the extent

to which each two stimuli are different or the same for

each cue, then one can develop a multiple regression

equation which will incorporate this decision making

process. Figure 2 illustrates this process.

Predictor variables can be formed by assigning a value

of 111 11 to cues which are similar for both stimuli and a

value of 110
11 to cues which are different. Thus, for a par-
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Figure 2. Development of predictor variables
from paired comparisons of stimuli

ticular individual, a regression equation can be computed

for which the paired comparisons serve as data observations

and the similarity ratings form the criterion variable.

However, a potential problem exists if predictor

variables are constructed in this fashion. The paired com-

parison process can create or substantially increase corre-

lation among the cues. As the particular configurations of

cue values comprising the stimuli chosen for study are

repeated continually in the comparison process, cues which

may have no natural or logical intercorrelation may exhibit

substantial intercorrelation simply as a result of the fixed

repetition of certain configurations. This intercorrelation

is in turn, passed on to the predictor variables formed from

the cue comparisons. The only way to eliminate this form of

predictor variable intercorrelation is to compare all pos-

sible combinations of cue value configurations.
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The construction and pairing of all possible cue con

figurations in order to completely eliminate cue inter

correlations is an unreasonable task for most research

efforts. For example, consider the six cue stimuli pre

sented earlier; even if the cues are constrained to

assuming only one of two values, it would still require

2 6 or 64 stimuli to represent all possible cue configu

rations. Comparing these stimuli in a paired comparison

format would generate 2016 ratings!

The proposed solution to the dilemma is to construct

far fewer than the total number of possible cue configura-

tions but to do so in a fashion which will both minimize

the level of cue intercorrelation and spread the intercor-

relation evenly among all cues. Table 1 illustrates how

such cue configurations are chosen. The Table presents three

strategies for choosing configurations based on six cues.

There are six configurations possible if one allows a single

cue to assume a plus value and the other five cues to assume

minus values (1-5 configuration type); there are 15 configu

rations possible if one allows 2 cues to assume a plus value

and the other four cues to assume a minus value (2-4 configu-

ration type); and there are 20 configurations possible if one

allows 3 cues to assume a plus value and three cues to assume

a minus value (3-3 configuration type) .

The three configuration types presented in Table 1

represent 41 of the 64 possible six cue configurations. It

should be noted that a second 1-5 configuration type and a



'fABLE 1

Non-redundant Cue Configuration Types Uased on Six Cues

Configuration Type Configuration Type Configuration Type

Stimulus
1-5 2-4 3-3

CUES CUES CUES
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

Stimulus 1 + - - - - - + + - - - - + + + - - -
Stimulus 2 - + - - - - - + + - - - - + + + - -
Stimulus 3 - - + - - - - - + + - - - - + + + -
Stimulus 4 - - - + - - - - - + + - - - - + + +
Stimulus 5 - - - - + - - - - - + + + - - - + +
Stimulus 6 - - - - - + + - - - - + + + - - - +
Stimulus 7 + - + - - - + + - + - -
Stimulus 8 + - - + - - + + - - + -
Stimulus 9 + - - - + - - + + - + -
Stimulus 10 - + - + - - - + + - - +
Stimulus 11 - + - - + - - - + + - +
Stimulus 12 - + - - - + + - + + - -
Stimulus 13 - - + - - + + - - + + -
Stimulus 14 - - - + - + - + - - + +
Stimulus 15 - - + - + - - - + - + +
Stimulus 16 + - - + - +
Stimulus 17 + - + - - +
Stimulus 18 - + - + + -
Stimulus 19 + - + - + -
Stimulus 20 - + - + - +

_.

N
Q\
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second 2-4 configuration type can be constructed by simply

reversing the signs. These configurations plus the two

configurations having all equal values form the remaining

23 possible configurations. The configuration types which

can be produced by sign reversals have exactly the same cue

intercorrelation properties as the ones presented in Table

1 and thus require no additional consideration. Further,

the two configurations involving all equal cue values pro-

vide no information regarding cue discrimination and also

need not be considered.

The cue intercorrelation properties of the three con-

figuration types presented are interesting. If the con-

figurations are dummy coded, the level of cue intercorrelation

is -.20 exactly for all three types of configurations. In

fact, the intercorrelation is a direct function of the number

of cues and can be derived using the formula:

r = -1
k-l where k = the number of cues.

The formula applies to each complete set of cue con-

figurations or to any combination of complete sets. That

is, if the 1-5 type configurations were combined with the

2-4 type configurations, the level of cue intercorrelation

would remain -.20. The formula does not hold true, however,

for partial sets of configurations. For those cases, cue

intercorrelations would not be equal.
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Consequently, these types of cue configurations have

desirable properties for use in a paired comparison format.

When predictor variables are computed based on the compari

son of individual cue values, the predictor variables also

exhibit equal intercorrelation. The particular level of

intercorrelation is dependent upon the type of configura

tions selected. Table 2 presents a summary of the cue con

figuration types which can be developed to represent

composite stimuli having from three to eight cues. Again,

the constraint is imposed that the cues can take on only

one of two values.

Although the cue configurations being discussed share

a number of characteristics with dummy coded variables,

there are some important differences. It might seem that

the 1-5 type configurations presented in Table 1 would

represent the least confounded arrangement of cue values in

that for each configuration, only a single cue is allowed

to assume a value different from the other five. However,

for purposes of comparing cue configurations, the 1-5

arrangement is the most heavily confounded of the three

types presented in Table 1.

The pairing of any two stimuli having a 1-5 configura

tion will always result in four of the cues having the same

value for both stimuli. This makes for relatively ineffi

cient comparisons. The 2-4 type configurations, by contrast,

generate comparisons for which a maximum of four cues have



TABLE 2

Paired Comparison and Cue Intercorrelation Char.acteristics
For Cue Configurations Based on Three to Eight Cues

Characteristics

Number Configura-
of Cues tion Type Number of Number of Cue Inter- Predictor

Cop-figurations P.:lired correlation Inter-
Comparisons correlation

3 1-2 ] 3 -.50000 -.50000

4 1-3 4 6 -.333]3 -.333]3
4 2-2 6 15 -.33333 - .11111

5 1-4 5 10 -.25000 -.25000
5 2-3 10 45 -.25000 - .07143

6 1-5 6 15 -.20000 -.20000
6 2-4 15 105 -.20000 -.06909
6 3- 3 20 190 -.20000 -.01333

7 1-6 7 21 -.16667 -.16667
7 2-5 21 210 -.16667 -.06944
7 3-4 ]5 595 -.16667 -.00B47

B 1-7 B 2B -.142B6 -.142B6
B 2-6 2B 378 -.142B6 -.06865
B ]-5 56 1540 -.14286 -.0150B
B 4-4 70 2415 -.142B6 -.00600

hJ
'-0
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the same values but also generate comparisons for which only

two cues have the same values. Finally, the 3-3 type con-

figurations generate comparisons for which four cues, two

cues and no cues have the same values. The next section

presents a summary of the efficiency levels for all con-

figurations types having from three to eight cues.

Thus, the basic assumption of the model becomes clear

at this point. That is, while it may be unreasonable to

eliminate intercorrelation among the predictors when using

paired comparisons, these intercorrelations can be controlled

through the choice of stimulus configurations to be paired.

The experimenter is faced with a classic trade-off in that

certain configurations will reduce predictor intercorrela-

tion more than others but will also require a greater number

of comparisons to be made.

Comparison Efficiency
and Level of Confounding

The level of confounding within any particular configu-

ration type is determined by the comparison efficiency of

the configuration type and the total number of paired com-

parisons required to accomodate the configuration stimuli.

The comparison efficiency of a configuration type can be

conceptualized in a number of different ways.

First, it can be conceived as a ratio of the total

number of cues to the average number of cues per comparison

exhibiting different values. For instance if one considers
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the 5-1 configuration type, it can be shown that for each

comparison, two cues will always have different values.

Thus, the average number of cues per comparison having

different values is two. This number, divided by the total

number of cues, six, yields an efficiency ratio of .333.

The efficiency ratio also represents the proportion of

total paired comparisons for which a particular cue will

exhibit different values on the two stimuli being compared.

For the 1-5 configuration type, 15 paired comparisons are

generated with each cue showing different values for five

(.333) of those comparisons.

Finally, one can think of the comparison efficiency

ratio in terms of the total number of individual comparisons

made as part of the complete paired comparison processes.

In the case of the 1-5 configuration type, 30 (.333) of these

90 individual cue comparisons will involve cues having dif

ferent values.

Table 3 presents a summary of the factors which deter

mine comparison efficiency. By comparing the entries of

Tables 2 and 3, it can be seen that for a given number of

cues, the level of predictor intercorrelation decreases as

the efficiency ratio increases. However, the efficiency

ratio alone is not sufficient to explain the level of predic

tor intercorrelations. Determination of predictor intercor

relations is achieved only by applying these values of

comparison efficiency across a given number of paired com

parisons for a given number of cues. Coefficients of



TABLE 3

Efficiency of Individual Cue Comparisons as a Function of Configuration Type

Efficiency of Comparisons
Number of Confiqura-

Comparisuns Comparisons Comparisons Comparisons Number of Times Total Comparison
Cues tion 'l'ype

in which 1'wo in which Four in which Six in which Eiqht each cue compared Paired Efficiency
Cues Differ Cues Di ffer Cues Di ffer Cues Differ against differing Comparisons Ratio

Value

3 1-2 3 2 3 .667

4 1-3 (, 3 6 .500
4 2-4 12 3 9 15 .600

5 1-4 10 4 10 .400
5 2-3 30 15 24 45 .533

6 1-5 15 5 15 .333
(, 2-4 60 45 50 105 .476
6 3-3 90 ')() 10 100 190 .526

7 1-6 21 6 21 .286
7 2-5 105 lO5 90 210 .429
7 3-4 210 315 70 300 595 .504

8 1-7 28 7 28 .250
!J 2-6 16B 210 147 370 .389
!J 3-5 420 !J40 200 735 1540 .477
II 4-4 560 1260 560 3~) 1190 2415 .493

vl
N
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predictor intercorrelation can themselves be predicted at

a quite high level (R=.92) although not perfectly from a

multiple regression of the number of cues, number of com

parisons, and level of efficiency. This would suggest that

these interrelationships can probably be defined by some

multiplicative formula which is as yet unknown to the author.

Development of Cue Salience Measures

Given that one selects a type of cue configuration for

use in a paired comparison format and computes predictor

variables as illustrated earlier, one has then to contend

with the problem of developing salience measures for the

various predictor variables. As can be seen from Table 2,

the intercorrelations among predictor variables for configu

rations types involving larger numbers of cues are not

terribly high. In these cases, the particular choice of a

cue salience measures is not critical in that almost any

weight based on standardized regression coefficients should

provide a reasonably accurate measure of cue salience.

However, for cases in which the predictor intercor

relations are somewhat higher or for cases where very close

attention is being paid to the accuracy of the salience

measure, a somewhat more involved measure is suggested. The

measure was introduced to the author by Tucker (1972) and

involves computing the squared correlation of each predictor

variable with that portion of the criterion variance which
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has been accounted for by the multiple regression of the

combined predictor variables on the criterion.

Within the current context, this would mean that the

predictor variables are used to develop a multiple regres

sion equation for each subject and a predicted value is

obtained for each paired comparison similarity rating. For

each subject, the squared correlation between each predic

tor variable and the criterion similarity rating is computed

and interpreted as the proportion of predictable variance

which can be attributed to the corresponding cue.

When the predictor intercorrelations are exactly zero,

the squared correlations should sum to 1.0 and represent

the exact and unique proportion of predictable variance

attributable to each predictor. When the predictor inter

correlations are other than zero, the coefficients continue

to represent the exact proportion of predictable criterion

variance associated with each predictor except that the

variance may not be unique to anyone predictor.

The squared coefficients also offer advantage over

their square root counterparts in that squared correlations

approximate the properties of Fisher Z values for all values

except those very close to zero or to one. Thus, one can

compute average salience values across subjects without

fear of great distortion.
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Choice of Cue Configuration Tvpe

Use of the model for research purposes amounts to

choosing a cue configuration type, creating stimuli to match

the configurations, developing a procedure for presenting

the stimuli using paired comparisons, obtaining similarity

ratings or some other form of comparison judgment, and com

puting cue salience measures using the modified regression

techniques. Once a cue configuration type is chosen, the

remaining procedures are relatively straight forward. It

is the choice of configuration type which involves the

greatest amount of considered judgment.

The choice of cue configuration is based primarily on

a three way trade-off which requires consideration of the

number of cues the investigator wishes to assess, the

number of ratings the investigator is willing to require of

subjects, and the level of cue confounding the investigator

is willing to tolerate. The level of cue confounding which

can be tolerated is further influenced by the number of cues

to which a subject is likely to respond and the level of cue

utilization that the subject is apt to use.

Thus, the choice of cue configuration is not an easy

task. It is the purpose of this study to provide informa

tion which may be useful to this decision making process.

Data are presented on the adequacy of cue salience measures

developed from a number of cue configuration types while

systematically varying conditions of cue validity. While
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the study was limited to the consideration of cue configu

rations involving only two cue values, it is hoped that the

information obtained from these analyses will provide a

basis for the eventual assessment of cue configurations

having more than two values.

Application of the Model

A situation in which the model just described might

be used is well illustrated by the work of Chin-Chance (1978)

who sought to establish which of eight known word charac

teristics were most important to children for differentiating

among printed words. Chin-Chance attempted to capture the

word recognition policies of the various children by pre

senting them with pairs of words in a paired comparison for

mat and asking the children to indicate on a five point

similarity scale how similar the words appeared. Each word

pair had associated with it eight predictor values repre

senting the differences between the two words on eight

objective measures of word similarity. Chin-Chance then

performed separate multiple regression analyses for each

subject using the paired comparison judgments as data

observations. Thus, the extent to which each word pair

was different or the same on each of eight word charac

teristic measures was used to predict the similarity rating

for that pair provided by the child.

Standardized regression coefficients were used to

represent the individual prediction equation derived for
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each child. Chin-Chance interpreted the magnitude of each

regression coefficient as a rough indication of the salience

that the associated word characteristic had for determining

the overall similarity rating.

Chin-Chance did not report any procedures for con

trolling cue intercorrelations and it is assumed that none

were employed. Several of the word similarity measures

were multi-dimensional and thus could not have been cast in

terms of the proposed model. However, for purposes of exam

ple, assume for the moment that Chin-Chance had been able

to represent all cue values as either high or low, present

or absent, etc. Even in this most simple case, it would

have required 28 or 256 stimuli to represent all possible

combinations of eight cue values. Thus, the complete elimi

nation of cue intercorrelation would have required subjects

to make 30,640 similarity judgments. Clearly this would

have been an unreasonable task to impose on most anyone,

let alone young children.

Examining Table 2, one finds that the 1-7 configura

tions would only require subjects to make 28 similarity

judgments while use of the 2-6 configurations pushes this

number fo 378. Given the information generated by this

study and expectations the experimenter is likely to have

regarding levels of cue validity and the number of cues

to which subjects are apt to respond, informed judgments

can be made about the viability of various cue presentation
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strategies. For instance, should the experimenter decide

that the 1-7 configurations would probably not provide cue

salience measures of sufficient accuracy and the 2-6 con

figurations represented too many paired comparisons, the

experimenter might decide to drop one or two measures and

employ a 2-5 strategy which would require 210 comparisons

or a 2-4 strategy which would require only 105 comparisons.

Strategies implied by the model but not specifically

covered by the current study also exist. For instance, the

experimenter may be determined to conduct the study using

eight cues. If the 378 comparisons required by the 2-6 con

figurations are simply too many and the experimenter is not

satisfied with the performance of the model using the 1-7

configurations, the experimenter may choose to use three

separate 1-7 strategies presented back-to-back which would

require only 84 comparisons. While this approach would most

surely improve the accuracy of cue salience measures over

what would be expected using a single 1-7 arrangement, the

confounding levels among cues is still quite high and thus,

the comparison efficiency of individual cue comparisons is

still lower than that of a more balanced configuration type.



CHAPTER IV

STUDY GOALS AND HYPOTHESES

Goals

The main thrust of the current study was oriented more

toward providing evaluative information regarding the pro

posed model rather than hypothesis testing per see

Evaluative information was generated in Monte Carlo

fashion for 189 different combinations of cue configurations

and cue validities. For each combination of cue parameters,

data corresponding to thirty hypothetical subjects were

generated. Thus, for each parameter combination, thirty

profiles of cue salience measures were produced and ana

lyzed for adequacy. The parameters which determined the 189

conditions were:

1. Number of cues: Configurations formed from

three, four, five, six, seven, and eight cues

were considered.

2. Level of cue confounding (configuration type) :

For each number of cues considered, all non

redundant configuration types were considered

(e.g., a 2-4 configuration was included while

the 4-2 configuration was not included) .

3. Number of valid cues: For each configuration

considered, the number of cues programmed to
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correlate with the criterion varied from one

to the number of cues considered minus one.

4. Level of cue validity: For each cue made to

correlate with the criterion, three levels of

cue-criterion association were considered.

A visual conceptualization of the manner in which the

189 conditions were formed can be achieved by examining

Table 5 of the Results section.

The adequacy of the cue salience measures derived under

each combination of the above parameters was evaluated in

two basic ways:

1. A Duncan MUltiple Range Test was performed:

a. to determine whether salience measures

corresponding to cues programmed to

correlate with the criterion were signifi-.

cantly different from cues having only

random relationships with the criterion.

b. to determine whether spurious significant

differences existed among salience measures

which were not programmed to exhibit sig

nificant differences.

2. Errors in salience measurement were tallied by

counting the number of salience profiles developed

under each condition for which one of the salience

measures corresponding to a cue having random

relationship with the criterion was greater in
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absolute magnitude than a salience measure cor

responding to a cue programmed to correlate with

the criterion.

As part of the goal to develop systematic information

on the adequacy of salience measures, it is hoped that

identifiable relationships will emerge between model param

eters and measures of adequacy. It is the intent of this

study to develop some form of index, whether it be a formula,

table, or rule of thumb, which could aid future experimenters

in making choices regarding the use of cue configurations.

While no guarantee exists that any identifiable relationships

will be discovered, this goal remains an integral part of

the study rationale.

Hypotheses

As indicated earlier, the main purpose of the study was

to provide information on the adequacy of cue salience meas

ures derived under the proposed model. The accurate genera

tion and cataloging of this data was seen as the focal goal

of the study while hypothesis testing was seen as a somewhat

secondary goal. However, as in all research certain expec

tations existed and these expectations were formulated into

hypotheses.

Hypothesis #1: For all numbers of cues, levels of cue

validity, and numbers of valid cues, the adequacy of cue

salience measures will increase as a joint function of the
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level of comparison efficiency and the total number of

paired comparisons associated with each cue configuration

type.

Hypothesis #2: For all numbers of cues, cue configu

ration types, and levels of cue validity, the adequacy of

cue salience measures will decline as a function of the

number of valid cues.

Hypothesis #3: For all numbers of cues, cue configu

ration types, and numbers of valid cues, the adequacy of

cue salience measures will improve as a function of cue

validity level.



CHAPTER V

METHOD

All data generation and analyses were performed on the

University of Hawaii IBM 360-158 computer using the 1979

version of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) produced

by the SAS Institute Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina. All

computer programming tasks directly involved in the produc

tion and analysis of cue salience measures for various model

parameters were consolidated into a single program which is

reproduced in the Appendix.

programming Steps

Due to considerations of programming efficiency, the

steps listed below do not necessarily exist within the pro

gram as separate and identifiable sections of programming

code, however, each of these steps was incorporated into the

algorithm in some fashion. The program required input of a

single number which defined the number of cues to be con

sidered. Beyond input of this number, the conceptual

programming steps were:

1. Creation of all non-redundant cue configuration

types based on the number of cues input. Each

of the remaining programming steps 2-14 were

performed separately for each configuration

type.
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2. Computation of the number of cue configurations

possible for a given configuration type.

3. Computation of cue intercorrelations.

4. Generation of stimulus pairs for paired com

parisons.

5. Creation of predictor variables from paired

comparisons.

6. Computation of predictor intercorrelations.

7. Generation of random response data for thirty

hypothetical sUbjects.

8. Modification of random response data in order

to create required predictor-criterion relation

ships.

9. Development of a multiple regression equation for

each hypothetical subject.

10. computation of predicted stimulus similarity

ratings for each hypothetical subject.

11. Computation of squared correlations between

predictor variables and predicted stimulus

similarity ratings (cue salience measures) .

12. Development of frequency distributions for cue

salience measures associated with each predictor.

13. Count number of cue salience profiles out of

each group of thirty which contained at least

one erroneous cue salience measure.

14. Perform Duncan Multiple Range Test for each

group of thirty cue salience profiles.
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While many of these steps are self-explanatory, others

require further elaboration. Throughout the programming

phase, careful attention was paid to generating data in the

most realistic fashion possible and to avoiding any form of

systematic bias. These concerns are discussed as they

relate to the further elaboration of certain programming

steps.

Generation of Cue Configu-
rations and Cue Validity Conditions

Thirteen types of cue configurations were generated.

For the case of three cues, one configuration type (1-2) was

generated; for four cues, two types (1-3, 2-2) were gener-

ated; for five cues, two types (1-4, 2-3) were generated;

for six cues, three types (1-5, 2-4, 3-3) were generated;

for seven cues, three types (1-6, 2-5, 3-4) were generated;

and finally for eight cues, only two configurations (1-7

and 2-6) were generated. It was the original intent of the

study to generate and analyze data corresponding to all four

configuration types based on eight cues; however, computer

expenses for the eight cue configuration types became

excessive, and consequently the 3-5 and 4-4 configurations

were dropped from further consideration. The deletion of

these two configuration types created no great loss in that

they did not represent rating tasks that might realistically

be employed in an actual research effort.
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For each configuration type generated, a certain number

of cue validity conditions were defined. The number of con

ditions associated with each configuration type was dependent

upon the number of cues comprising that configuration type.

The validity conditions dealt with the number of predictors

which were programmed to correlate with the criterion (num

ber of valid predictors) and the level of association pro

grammed to exist between the cues and criterion measure

(level of cue validity). For each number of valid predic

tors considered, three levels of cue validity were con

sidered.

The number of valid predictors considered for each

configuration type ranged from 1 to the number of cues in

the configuration minus 1. Thus, for the single configu

ration type which was formed from three cues, a total of

six conditions were generated. Three of those six condi

tions were due to one valid predictor considered at three

levels of cue validity and the other three conditions were

a result of two valid predictors considered at three levels

of cue validity. For each four cue configuration type (1-3

and 2-2), nine conditions representing one, two, and three

valid predictors each considered at three levels of cue

validity were generated. Thus, eighteen conditions were

generated to cover the case of four cues. This process was

applied to all thirteen cue configuration types generating

189 separate conditions. Again, the reader is directed to
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Table 5 of the Results section for a visual representation

of these conditions.

Within each condition, complete rating data for thirty

hypothetical subjects were generated. In that the compu

tation of a regression equation was required for each sub

ject, a total of 5,670 regression equations were derived.

In turn, these 5,670 equations yielded some 35,820 cue

salience measures.

Generation of Random Response Data

The UNIFORM function of SAS was used to generate all

random data. The function provides sixteen digit random

numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and I while a 64

number shuffle is used to break-up autocorrelation.

It was decided that the numbers generated by UNIFOR~

would be used in an unaltered form to represent the stimulus

similarity ratings for all situations requiring random re

sponses. This is in contrast to the alternative which would

have involved transforming the random responses to discrete

scale values. The rationale for this decision was based

first on the desire to generate similarity ratings which

represented a continuum from high similarity to low simi

larity and secondly, to allow comparison of salience ade

quacy information from one condition to another without

having to take into account scale differences.

First, the use of a continuum seemed more in keeping

with the true experimental use of paired comparisons in a
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judgment task. The alternative would have been the genera

tion of only lIs and O's for the criterion variable which

would have represented judgments of "same" or "different li
,

"hit" or "miss", etc. These kinds of judgments are often

required in concept learning tasks such as the classic air

craft identification studies of Goodnow presented in Bruner,

Goodnow, and Austin (1956), but are seldom used for purely

judgmental ratings.

Secondly, once it had been decided that a continuum

was most appropriate for the criterion variable, there was

no easy way to divide the continuum into a number of dis

crete points which would have worked well under all condi

tions. This will become more clear in the next section.

Thus, leaving the criterion rating as a 16 digit, continuous

number seemed to be the most reasonable alternative.

Establishing Levels of Cue Validity

For ease of programming, the program first generated

random response data for all subjects under all conditions.

If the condition called for one predictor to exhibit a valid

relationship with the criterion, then a certain proportion

of criterion scores were changed to match the values of the

first predictor. If the condition called for two predictors

to correlate with the criterion, then a certain proportion

of criterion scores were changed to match the mean of the

first and second predictors.
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This same system was used to generate correlation

between the criterion and three predictors, four predictors,

etc. Predictors were always used in their order of appear

ance for establishing validity with the criterion. That is,

if the condition called for a single valid predictor, the

predictor corresponding to the first cue would be used, and

for two valid predictors, the predictors corresponding to

the first two cues would be used, etc. For each configura

tion type (e.g., 1-5, 3-4, 2-2, etc.) the number of valid

predictors were systematically increased from one to the

total number of cues minus one. There was no purpose, based

on the way that salience measures were evaluated, in con

sidering a situation for which all predictors were valid.

Three levels of cue validity were created for each

number of valid predictors considered. The level of cue

validity was controlled by the proportion of similarity

ratings for each subject which were chosen to match with

predictor values. In order to avoid systematic bias in

determining which stimulus comparisons were chosen, a ran

dom number between a and 1 was generated through the UNIFORM

function for each similarity rating or data observation, and

that data observation was chosen for match only if the ran

dom number met a pre-designated match value.

It was also through this random number and match value

that the proportion of matches was determined. For the low

cue validity condition, the criterion variable was modified
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if the random number associated with any data observation

was less than a match value of .1. This resulted in modi

fication of about one tenth of the data observations. For

the medium cue validity level, the match value was set at

.3, and for the high cue validity level, the match value

was set at .5.

It should be noted that such a system does not produce

specific cue-criterion correlations in that not only are the

data observations which have not been modified left as

random numbers, but also there is no guarantee that an

exact proportion of data observations will have been modi

fied for anyone subject. However, this form of inducing

correlation between the predictors and the criterion pro

duces a fairly realistic simulation of real world data.

Real subjects responding to paired comparisons are apt to

use certain cues fairly effectively when they are used but

may not use the cues on each occasion. Cue salience is

most likely to be determined by the extent (proportion of

time) that the cues are used. While this proportion may be

assessed on an overall basis, it is unlikely that anyone

subject would be extremely consistent with regard to any

limited set of data observations.

As data observations were selected for modification,

correlation with the criterion (cue validity) was induced

by changing the criterion value to equal the mean of cues

which had been designated to be valid. Thus, in the case
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of two valid cues, possible criterion values were 0, .5,

and 1. In the case of three valid cues, possible criterion

values were 0, .33, .67, and 1. As can be seen, it would

have been difficult to establish a response scale of dis-

crete values which would have worked well for all cases of

valid cues. Rather than trying to fit all possible responses

into a single scale or changing the scale anchors for each

condition requiring a different number of valid cues, the

criterion measure was left in the 16 digit, completely

continuous form produced by the UNIFORM random number

generator.

computation of Predictor
Variables and Cue Salience Measures

These computations were completed as indicated in

Chapter III which describes the model. Functionally, each

predictor variable was computed by taking the absolute value

of the cue difference corresponding to a given stimulus

pair.

The use of the term "squared correlation" to describe

the cue salience measures, however, may be somewhat misleading

in that the signs of the correlations were maintained after

the coefficients were squared. This was done in order to

differentiate between cues having conflicting directional

implications and to generate more meaningful frequency

distributions.
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computation of Errors in Salience Profiles

For each set of salience measures developed from a

single regression equation (salience profile), a check was

made to determine if any cue salience measure associated

with a predictor for which no predictor-criterion relation

ship had been established was greater in absolute magnitude

than any cue salience measure associated with a valid pre

dictor. If the salience profile for a hypothetical subject

contained any such reversal of expected value, then the pro

file was counted as erroneous. Thus, the number of errors

possible for each condition ranged from zero to thirty.

Duncan Multiple Range Test

This ·test was used to examine the mean cue salience

measures derived under each condition. The procedure was

used to order the mean cue salience measures by magnitude

and compute the differences between all possible means. A

critical difference was established based on an alpha level

of .05 and all mean differences exceeding this value were

identified. The average cue salience measures for each

condition were judged to fit the expected mean profile if

(1) a significant difference was found between measures

associated with valid predictors and measures associated

with non-valid predictors, and (2) no significant differ

ences were found among valid predictors and no significant

differences were found among non-valid predictors.



CHAPTER VI

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial Findings

Table 4, which extends from page to page , presents

a summary of the analyses examining the adequacy of the cue

salience measures derived for each of the 189 conditions

included in the study. The evaluative information presented

in Table 4 is organized such that the left-most column indi

cates the number of cues for which information is sought.

The next column to the right indicates the various cue con

figuration types corresponding to each number of cues, the

next column indicates the number of cues programmed to cor

relate with the criterion (valid cues), and the fourth

column indicates the level of cue validity programmed to

exist between predictors and criteria.

For each condition, the first adequacy measure to be

presented is the number of cue salience profiles found to

be in error within each group of thirty hypothetical subject

profiles. An error was defined as the existence of a cue

salience measure corresponding to a random predictor (non

valid) which was greater in absolute value than anyone of

the cue salience measures corresponding to a valid predictor.

The next measure of adequacy to appear in the table is

an indicator which takes on the value of either "YES" or "NO"

depending on whether the results of the Duncan Multiple Range
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Test were consistent with the results expected for that con

dition based on the model parameters. The results of the

Duncan MUltiple Range Test are presented in the right-most

section of the table.

The Duncan Test involves arranging the mean cue salience

measures for each condition in order from highest to lowest

and testing for significant differences among the means.

Results from the tests were judged to fit the expected

results of the model if: (1) all means corresponding to

valid cues were ordered above all means corresponding to

random cues, (2) a significant difference was found to exist

between the lowest mean corresponding to a valid cue and the

highest mean corresponding to a random cue, and (3) no other

significant differences were found to exist.

The third condition was the least important of the

three and represented the weakest criterion by which to

jUdge the adequacy of the model. Consequently, any con

dition which was evaluated as not supporting model expec

tations based solely on a failure to meet condition three

was identified by placing an asterisk (*) to the right of

the "NO" indication.

The entries which appear in the spaces labeled Duncan

Multiple Range Test represent the mean cue salience measures

associated with the various cues. The number to the left

of each set of parentheses indicates the cue to which the

entry refers while the number within the parentheses
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represents the mean for that cue. The lines under the

entries connect means which are not significantly different

at the .05 alpha level. Breaks in the lines indicate that

significant differences do exist.

For example, if one examines the tabled entries cor

responding to the case of six cues, configuration type 3-3,

for which three of the cues are valid, one finds the fol-

lowing values for low, medium, and high cue validity levels.

Low 2(.18) 1(.15) 3 ( .11) 4(.02) 6(.01) 5(-.03)

Medium 2(.33) 1 ( . 29) 3 ( .23) 5 (.01) 4(-.04) 6(-.04)

High 2(.32) 3(.30) 1. (29) 4(.00) 5(-.01) 6 (-.02)

In that the cues which were programmed to correlate with

the criterion were always selected consecutively beginning

with Cue 1, one would expect, in this case, that the cue

salience values associated with Cues 1, 2, and 3 would

exhibit higher overall means than the salience measures

associated with Cues 4, 5, and 6.

For the low cue validity condition, the obtained

results bear some similarity to the expected results in that

the three valid cues have higher means than the three random

cues, and no spuriously significant differences were found

to exist among any of the valid cues or among any of the

random cues. Thus, conditions 1 and 3 were met. However,

because the valid cue having the lowest salience mean was

not significantly different from the random cue having the
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largest salience mean (a failure to meet condition 2), the

results were judged as inconsistent with expected model

results.

For the medium level of cue validity, the obtained

results were closer to fitting the expected results in that

all valid cues had higher means than all random cues, and

the differences between random cues and valid cues were all

significant. However, unexplainable significant differences

were also found to exist among the three valid cues. Thus,

the results were judged as not fitting the model although

an asterisk was placed next to the NO indicator in order to

show that the failure to produce expected results was due

only to a failure to meet condition 3.

Finally, for the high cue validity condition, all

obtained results were judged as supporting the model. All

three conditions were met in that (1) all means corresponding

to valid cues were ordered above all means corresponding to

random cues, (2) a significant difference was found to exist

between the lowest mean corresponding to a valid cue and the

highest mean corresponding to a random cue, and (3) no other

significant differences were found to exist.

Consolidation of Findings

Tables 5 and 6 present a much more consolidated summary

of the study results. They also provide a fairly concise

representation of the study design. Table 5 presents the

number of cue salience profiles found to be in error for
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0\
I-'



TAlltE I.

A,leqllucy of Cue Sul Jence Heasllretl ull a Func t Ion of Simulation CnndLt f on

(Continued)

6(-.091

4(-.02) 1(-.06)

5 (. all

2(.02)

3 (. 02)

4 (.011

__ • • • __ 0 -.-- _

3 (. 031

5 (.03)

4(.~ 5(-.05) 1(-.06) 6(-.09)

RES U I. '1' S

1(.07)

2(.06) 6(.03)

------- --------------- ---------

Illlncun Mllltiple Range Test

2(.11) 3(.06)

3(.00)

-----------

~ 13(.271 1(,27) 2(.26) 6(-.02) 4(-.02) 5(-.04)

)' I 2(.40) ~ 5(-.01) 3(-.01) 4(-.031 6(-.051

it
lh
del

,S 11(.24) 3(,231 2(.22) 6(-.02) 5(-.03) 4(-.06)

O' 11(.45) 2(.411 3(-.01) 4(-.021 6(-.03) 5(-.04)

1::5

o

o 11(.1512(.101 3(.08) 4(.041 6(,011 5(-.061

E5 11(.931 6(-.011 2(-.011 5(-.011 3(-.021 4(-.02)

ES I 2 (. 17) l( • 151

,S 11(.35) 2(.03) 3(-.01) 6(-.01) 4(-.04) 5(-.04)

ES 11(.80) 2(-.001 6(-.01) 4(-.04) 5(-.04) 3(-.04)

--- -------------------------_.-

SHlUI.ATIOll CONIlI1'ION

.-._-- -- --

Number ConfJg- Number Level Number I
of uratJon of Valid of Cue of w.

Cuea Type CueB Validity ErrorB HI
-- _. ----- ---.-- --

6 1-5 5 Luw 4 N

6 1-5 5 Medium a N

6 1-5 5 lIigh I y
- - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - -

6 2-4 1 Low III y

6 2-4 1 Medium a y

6 2-4 1 lIigh a y

- -- - - - - - - - - .... ...- - - - - - - - - -
6 2-4 2 Low 22 y

6 2-4 2 Mediwn '1 N

6 2-4 2 lIiyll a N

- - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... - - -
Ii 2-4 3 Low 17 [I

6 2-4 3 Medium 10 y

6 2-4 3 lIigh 2 y

----"- ------~ -----~- ._------_. -----

0\
N



TAlILE 4

Adequacy of Cue SalJence NeaSUl-es as a FUIlC' I I on of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

-----------------------------------_._------

SHllILA'l'ION CONlHTION II 11 I' S U L '1' S

---r-- -- --or ------ .--

6 2-4 4 J.ow 11 NO

6 2-4 4 HediwlI 11 YES

6 I 2-4 I 4
~li_91~ _ fl- _3__ I YES

- - - ..-

6 I 2-4 5 Low 3 I NO

6 I 2-4 5 Hediwn

"
0 IYES

6 I 2-4 5 Iligh 5 NO"

- - ..... - -U:-w - - r,- -6- - I
6

I
3-3 1 Nu"

6 3-3 1 Hediwn II U I YES

6 I 3-3 1 Iliyh II 0 I YES

- - - -

-';w- -II6 I 3-3 2 15 I YES

6 I 3-3 2 Hedium 1 I YES

6 I 3-3 2 lligll IJ 0 I n:s
------

____ __ _ ____a ____

----

lluncan Multiple Range Test

- ----
'I (.12) 3 (.11) 1(.00) 2 (.05) 6(-.04) 5(-.04)

3(.19) 1(.18) 2 (.16) 4 (.15) 5(-.03) 6(-.04)

4 (. 21) 1 (.21) 3 (.18) 2 (.17) 5(-.04) 6(-.05)

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4 (.11) 1 (.04) 5( .on -

3 (. 00) 2(-.01) 6(-.07)

2 (.16) 5 (.15) 1 (.13) 4 (.13) 3 (.11) 6(-.02)

~~ 4(.14) 2 (.14) 5(.13) 3(.11) 6(-.09)

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 (.51) 2(.00) 5 (.04) 4(-.01) 6(-.02) 3(-.04)

1 (.9U) 2 (.OU) 5(.00) 3 (-.00) 6(-.011 4(-.011

1 (.95) 3 (.00) 6(.00) 5 (-.00) 4(-.00) 2(-.01)

- - - - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 (.22) 2(.17) 5 (. 05) 3(-.01) 4(-.03) 6(-.05)

.!J.: 42) 2(.42) 4 (.01) 3 (. 00) 5(-.011 6(-.03)

1 (.50) 2(.45) 5(-.00) 3(-.00) 6(-.00) 4(-.011

L....-______________________________________ ...___ .__ .• __

Fit
wHh
Model

Number
of

Errors

Level

of Cue
Validity

Number
of Valid

Cue II

Config
urat ion
Type

Number
of

Cues

Q\
lJ-I



TABLE 4

Adequacy of Cue Sail euce H"asures as a Fuuc t Ion of SImu l a r 1011 CondJt Jon

(Continued)

4(-.09)

2(-.15)

4(-.~

- -_._._._----------------------------
- ----------.....---- -----

LATION CONIIITION R Ii S U L T S

---- ----- ------ ----

[lUg- Number Level Numb"r Fit
ation of Valid of Cue of wilh Duncan Hul t Ip l.e Range Tetlt
ype Cues Validity Errors Nodel

---- --

-3 3 Low 16 NO 2 (.10) 1 (.15) 3 (.11) 4(.02) 6( .01) 5(-.03)

-3 3 l1ediwn 7 NO' 2(.33) 1 (. 29) 3 (.23) 5 r.on 4(-.04) 6(-.04).

-3 3 lIiyh 0 YES 2 (.32) 1(.30) 11·~9l _ ~!..:~ _5L-:.,01) 6(-.02)
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-3 4 Low 14 NO 4(.18) 3(.09) 1(.07) 2 r. 05) 6(.01) 5(-.06)

-3 4 Medium 7 YES 1(.24) 2(.23) 4 (. 20) 3 (.17) 5(-.02) 6(-.02)

-3 4 lIig1l 0 YES 1(.27) 2 (. 23) 4 (. 22) 3 (.22) 5 r. 00) 6(-.00)

- - - - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-3 5 Low 4 NO 2 (.15) 4(.13) 3 (.09) 5(.08) 1(.00) 6(-.04)

-3 5 Mediwn 9 n:s 5 (.27) 3 (.19) 1 (.17) 4 (.15) 2(.11) 6(-.01)

-3 5 High 1 NO 3 (. 22) 4 (. 20) 2 (.19) 5 (.17) 1 (.15) 6(-.02)

- - - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - -
-6 1 Low 22 IW 1 (.O!}) 6 (.07) 4 (.02) 3(.00) 5 (-. or) 7(-.01)

-6 1 Medium 6 YES 1(.47) 6(-.01) 3 (-.03) 2(-.05) 7(-.07) 5 (-.00)

-6 1 lIigh 2 YES 1 (.60) 2(-.03) 3 (-.04) 6(-.05) 5(-.05) 7(-.06)

---- '------- '--_._- -------- -

1

1

6 J 3

6 I 3

SUIU

6 I 3

6 I 3

6 J 3

6 I 3

6 I 3

6 I 3

7

7

7

6 I 3

llumberl Co
of IIr

Clles T

----I--

CJ\
~



'I'AUI.~ 4

Adequacy of Cue Salience Mell<;IIL'CS as a Fuuc r lou of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

-----~-----_._---. ---_.- ---------. --rr-' ----------.. - .----_.-.--- ---------.-----..--- ----

SHUJI.ATION CONDITION U E SUI. T S

------r-------. -,-- 1- 1 - - - - - -
- ---_._----------------

Duncan t1111tlple Range Test

1 (.17) 2(.09) 5(-.00) 7(-.01) 6(-.04) 4(-.05) 3(-.10)

1 (.19) 2 (.13) 3 (.02) 5 (-.. 02) 4(-.09) 6(-.11) 7(-.14)

1 (.26) 2 (.24) 6(-.06) 4(-.07) 5(-.07) 3 (- .28l-..~.!11_- - - - - - - - - -------
·1(.07) 3 (.03) 6(.00) 1(-.01) 7(-.01) 5(-.02) 2(-.02)

1 (.18) 3 (.}]) 2 (.02) 5(-.07) 4(-.08) 6(-.09) 7(-.11)

2 (.16) 3(.13) 1 (.12) 7(-.07) 5(-.08) 6(-.13) 4 (-.19)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 (.05) 3 (.05) 1(.02) 2 (.02) 7 (-.Oll 4(-.05) 5(-.06)

1(.04) 4(.03) 2(02) 3(-.00) 7(-.04) 6(-.05) 5(-.06)

1 (,15) 4(.07) 3 (.07) 2 (.04) 7(-.07) 6(-.10) 5(-.12)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·1(.04) 3 (. 04) 2 (. 02) 1 (. 01) 5(.01) 7(-.05) 6(-.06)

3 (. 09) 2 (.08) 4 (.01) 5 (. 01) 1(-.01) 7 (-.01) 6(-.12)

!.!.10) 3(.09) 2 (.OU) 4 (.02) 5 (. 02) 7(-.06) 6(-.lU)

------ ._- ._----_.-

Fit
witl
Mode

Number
of

Errors

l.evel
of Cue

Validity

Number
of Valid

Cues

Conftg
uration

Type

1-6 2 Low

II
16 INO

1-6 2 Medium 19 1m·

1-6 2 High I l) I ves- - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - -
1-6 3 f,ow 18 I NO

1-6 3 Mcdj 11m 15 I NO

_ ': _ I _ : __ I ~i:h__ 1- ~'__ I "0·

1-0 ~ 'r" 11 ,"0
1-6 4 11cdium 13 I NO

1-6 4 IIi'Jh 11 I NO-:-:~-r~--- - - - - - - -
Low 6 I NO

Medium 7 IUO

1-6 5 I1igh 5 NO·

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

"I

Numuer
of

Cues

--~----I ~---_..-

7

0\
VI



TABLE 4

Adequacy of Cue Salience tleasures as a Function of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

3 (.Oll

6(-.01) 1(-.02) 4(-.06)7(.001

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A I ()fl\ 6(.00) 5(-.02) 7(-.ll")

'1 ,_ (l") \ 4(-.03) 7(-.03) 6(-.05)

hl_ fill '11_ nl\ 5(-.02) 4(-.02)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 (. 00) 6(-.04) 4 (-.04) 5(-.0")

7(-.03) 5(-.03) 4(-.04) 6(-.ll5)

5(-.01) 4(-.02) 6(-.02) 7(-.04)

._--- ---- _..

71- fI"\ hi 04)_1<.03)

HESULTS

2 (.171 1 (.00)

-------------_.---------------_.

llullcall Multiple Range Test

2(.34) 5(-.02) ~,. __ •

2(.15) 3(.00).,.~_.

3(.01) 2(.01)

3(.01) 7(.00) 2(-.01) 4(-.04) 5(-.04) 6(-.04)

4(.04) 1(.03) 2Ul2) 6(-.02) 3(-.10) 7(-.11)

7(.00) 6(-.00) 4(-.01) 2(-.01) 3(-.02) 5(-.02)

1(.25) 3(.24)

1 (.42) 3(-.01) _, . __ • ., . __ ._

6(-.00) 3(-.01) 2(-.01) 4(-.01) 7(-.01) 5(-.01)

.- ----------

__~ 3(.24)

_._--------------------------------------_ .. _-._------ ---_._--

SIMULATION CONUITION

-- ------
Numher Con fig- Number I.evel Numher Fit

of uratioll of Valid of Cue of with
Cues Type CUClJ Validity Errors Nodel

- --
7 1-6 6 Low 2 NO 5 (.02)

7 1-6 6 Medium 1 NO ~

-, 1-6 6 lIigh 1 NO· ~

.- - .- - - .- - - - - - ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..
7 2-5 1 Low 3 NO 1 (.40)

7 2-5 1 Medilun 0 NO· 1 (.00)

7 2-5 1 lIigh 0 YES 1 (.96)

- .... - - - - - - - - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
7 2-5 2 Low 23 YES 1 (.20)

7 2-5 2 Medilun 0 NO· 1(.43)

7 2-5 2 High 0 NO· 2 (. 46)

- - - ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
7 2-5 3 Low 10 NO ~.!2L

7 2-5 3 Medium 3 Yl;:; 2(.27)

7 2-5 3 lIigh 1 NO· !1:.~

----- ---- ----- --_.. ---- --- ---.

~
Q\



TAIlLE 4

Adequal:y of Cue Salience Hcasures a5 a FUllCll1111 of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

SIHUl.A'l'ION CONlllTION

-------
Number Config- Number I.evel INumber

of urolion of Volid of Cue of
Cues Type CuC!s Validity Errors

---- --- ------
7 2-5 4 Low I 15

7 2-5 4 Mediwn II 9

7 2-5 4
lIiyh fl 0- - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - -

7 2-5 5 Low 9

7 2-5 5 Mediwn II 6

7 2-5 5 lIigh 1,- ~:~-r~--- - - .- - - - -
7 Low 2

7 Medjum 2

7
I 2-5 I 6 ~ "',. I 1

7
1- ,--; - r~--;.,:----

0
- -

7 I 3-4 1 NediwlI II 0

7 I 3-4 I 1 I lIigh II 0

------

RESlJI.'l'S

--- -------------- ---

Fit
with Ilullcan Multiple Range Teat
Hodel

NO 3(.14) 2(.11) 1 (.08)- 4(.0B) 6(-.01) 7(-.04) 5(-.05)

,
YES 3(.21) 2(.17) 4 (.17) 1 (.16) 7(-.05) 5(-.05) 6(-.05)

YES (.21) 4(.19) 2(.19) 3(.17) 6(-.02) 5(-.03) 7(-.05)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NO 5(.07) 4(.07) 3 (.04) 1 (.02) 2(.01) 6(-.01) 7 (-.07)

YES 2(.14) 1(.14) 3(.13) 4(.13) 5(.13) h(-.02) 7(-.08)

YES 2 (.15) 3 (.15) 4 (.15) 1 ( .14) 5 ( .12) 6(-.04) 71-.08)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
NO 1(.11) 3 (. 09) 2(.07) 4 (.05) 6(.03) 5(.0l) 7(-.09)

YES 6(.13) 3(.13) 5 (.12) 1(.12) 4 (.10) 2(.09) 7(-. 0 71

YES 5 (.14) 2 (.13) 1(.13) 3 (.10) 6(.10) 4(.09) 7(-.08)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
n;s l( .1,8) 7 (.02) 2(.02) 5(.00) 6(-.00) 3(-.02) 4(-.02)

YES 1 (.9-1) 7 (.00) 3(.00) 4 (.00) 2(.00) 5(-.00) 6(_.00)

YES 1(.98) 6 (. 00) 5(-.00) 3(-.00) 2(-.00) 4(-.00) 7(-.00)

-- - ---------- ------------

0\
---.J



TAUtI' 4

Adequacy of Cue Salience Heusu r-es a>; a Func t Ion of SImulation CondiLJon

(Continued)

7(-.00) 5(-.01)

7(-.00) 5(-.00)

6(-.00) 7(-.00)

6(-.02) 7(-.03)

6 (-. 00) 7 (-.01

------
3(-.02) 5(-.05)

5(-.00) 7(-.01)

6(-.00) 3(-.00)

.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
6(.01) 4(.00)

7 (.00) 5(-.00)

7(-.00) 1)(-.00)

.... - .... .... .... .... .... .... .... - ....

6(.01) 7(-.01)

ige Test

------- - -------------------- - -

SHIUI.ATION COllIlITION RES U I. T S

----r------- ______ r-_____ ---- --------

/lumber COllflg- Number I.evel Number 1"1t
of uration of Valid of Cue of with Duncan MultIple ROI

Cues Type Cueo Validi ty Errors Model

7 3-4 2 Law 12 YBS 1(.32) 2 (. 24) I) (.01) 6(-.00) 7(-.01,

7 3-4 2 Medium 0 YES 1(.47) 2(.46) 4(.01) 6(.00) 3(.00)

7 3-4 2 lIigh 0 .YES 1 (.50) 2(.47) 4 (.00) 7(.00) 5(-.00:

... - - - - - - - - - .... .- ... .... - .... - ................ - - - .... .... - .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
7 3-4 3 Law 19 YES 3 (. 24) 1(.21) 2(.20) 7(.03) 5 (. 01)

7 3-4 3 Medium 0 YES 2 (. 32) 1 (.31) 3 (. 30) 6 (. 00) 4 (.00)

7 3-4 3 lIigh 0 NO· 3(.33) 2 (.32) 1 (.31) 6(-.00) 5(-.00:

................ .... .... .... .... .... ........... .... ........ - ................ - - - .... - .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
7 3-4 4 Low 22 YES 1 (.20) 4 (.19) 3(.17) 2 (.15) 5(.01)

7 3-4 4 Medium 2 NO· 2(.25) 1(.23) 4 (.22) 3 (.20) 6 (. 00)
.--

7 3-'1 4 lIigh 0 NO· 2 (. 27) 4(.24) 1 (.22) 3 (. 22) §1:.00)

.... .... .... ..- ................ .... .... .... - ................ .... ............ - - - .... .... .... .... - .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

7 3-4 5 Low 10 YES 3(.16) 2 (.14) 5(.13) 1 (.11) 4 (.OB)

7 3-4 5 Medium 2 YES 3(.21) 4 (.19) 2 (.19) 5 (.18) 1 (.17)-.

7 3-4 5 lIigh a NO· i c.an 4 (. 20) 2(.20) 5 (.18) 3 (.17)

------------- ------- -------- __ .___ -J _____ -

0\
CO



TABl.E 4

Adequacy of Cue Salience NeaslII"cs as a Function of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

SUlULA'I'lON CONlll1'lON II R II S U L T S

7 I 3-4 I 6 I Medium 4 INO'

7 H ~ 6
High 0 NO'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
o 1-7 1 I.ow 22 NO

o 1-7 1 Medium 6 UO'

8 1-7 1 lIil)h 1 YES

- - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - .... - - - -
8 1-7 2 !.ow 21 NO

8 1-7 2 Medium 22 NO·

B 1-7 2 High 9 NO'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - -
8 1-7 3 Low 22 NO

8 1-7 3 Medium 21 NO

8 I 1-7 3 High 17 YES

------,-----l I H ._

I ...------------.~----- - ---------------- ------

Duncan Nu111ple Range 'fest

- ----
6(.15) 4(.12) 1(.10) 3(.10) 5(.09) 2(.08) 7(-.00)

4(.20) 2(.16) 6(.16) 5(.16) 1(.13) 3(.12) 7(-.01)

6(.18) 5(.17) 1(.16) 3(.15) 2(.15) 4(.14) 7(-.00)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1(.07) 3(.03) 4(.00) 2(-.01) 7(-.01) 8(-.03) 5(-.06) 6(-.06)

1(.45) 5(.02) 7(-.03) 2(-.04) 6(-.05) 4(-.06) 8(-.07) 3(-.09)

1(.6IL 7(-.02) 6(-.02) 4(-.04) 5(-.05) 2(-.05) 8(-.05) 3(-.05]

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 (.07) 8 (. 01) 2 (. 00) 7 (-.01) 5 (-.01) 6 (- .01) 4 (- .04) 3 (-.08)

1(.15) 2(.14) 4(.02) 6(.00) 5(-.06) 8(-.06) 7(-.08) 3(-.13)

2(.29) 1(.24) 8(-.01) 6(-.04) 5(-.05) 7(-.00) 3(-.08) 4(-.12)

. - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3(.05) 4(.02) 1(.0]) 6(.01) 2(-.00) 8(-.03) 5(-.04) 7(-.04)

1(.15) 3(.10) 2(.06) 5(.00) 4(-.04) 8(-.05) 6(-.12) 7(-.14)

3(.lS) 2(.15) 1(.13) 4(-.10) 7(-.10) 8(-.10) 6(-.10) 5(-.11)

---------------------_.--._-----_.- ----~----

NO

t'it
with
Nodel

a

Numher
of

Errors

[.ow

Level

of Cue
Validity

6

Number
of Valid

Cuell

3-4

Config
urat; ion
Type

7

Number
of

Cues

0
lD



'l'AllLE 4

Adequacy of Cue Salience Hcasure s as a Func t Ion of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

RES II I. T S

llullcal\ Multiple Range Test

----
3(.06) 2(.04) 4(.03) 7(-.00) 1(-.00) 5(-.01) 8(-.02) 6(-.03)

3(.10) 2(.07) 4(.06) 11.05) 6(-.04) 8(-.05) 5(-.05) 7(-.12)

4(.13) 2(.12) 1(.12) 3(.05) U(-.06) 6(-.09) 7(-.11) 5(-.13)

- - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3(.07) 1(.03) 7(.01) 4(-.00) 5(-.00) 2(-.01) 8(-.03) 6(-.03)

4(.09) 2(.08) 3(.07) 5(.07) 1(.06) 7(-.08) 6(-.14) 8(-.17)

1(.11) 5(.07) 4(.06) 3(.06) 2 (.05) 7 (-.08) 8(-.13) 6(-.14)

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1(.03) 5(.03) 2(.02) 6(.01) U(.01) 7(-.00) 4(-.02) 3(-.03)

4(.07) 2(.05) 6(.02) 11.01) 3 (.00) 5(-.01) 7(-.07) 8(-.11)

3(.09) 4(.08) 2(.05) 11.03) 5(.02) 6(-.01) 8(-.09) 7(-.12)
-

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11.05) 5(.05) 7(.03) 3(.01) 6(.00) 0:-.02) 2(-.03) 4(-.07)

11.04) 6(.02) 4(.02) 2(.01) 7(.00) 5(.00) 3(-.06) 8(-.07)

7(.07) 6(.05) 4(.04) 3(.03) 1 (.01) 5(-.02) 2(-.02) 0(-.14)

"~._-------_._-----_._--------------- ---

h
el

:l

-.-

ONlHnON

umber I.evel Numbcr 1'1
Valid of Cue of wit

Cuea Validity Errors Hod

---
4 Low 10 NO

4 Medium 15 NO

4 High 17 YES

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
5 Low 11 NO

5 Mediwn 6 YES

5 High 6 YES

- ~ - - - - ..... - - - - - -
6 Low 6 NO

(j Medium 5 NO

6 High 4 tlO

- - - - - ... - - .. - - - -
7 Low 5 NO

7 Medium 2 110

7 High 2 YES

---- ------ ---- ---

C

N
of

SUIUI.ATION

----

Number Config-
of uratioll

Cues Type

------ -
U 1-7

8 }-7

8 1-7

- - - - - -
U 1-7

8 1-7

8 1-7

- - - - - - -
8 1-7

U I 1-7

8 1-7

- .- - .- - - -
8 1-"/

8 1-7

8 1-7

-..]

o



'fAilLE 4

A.lequaey of Cue Sal f ence He a su res as a Func r ion of Simulation Condit ion

(Continued)

----- --- - - -

SHIUI.ATION CONIJlTlON

f'---------
RESULTS

--- ---- -----------_. -------------

Number Config- Number 1.evel Number Fit
of uratIon of ValId of Cue of wiLh I Duncan Multiple Range Test

Cues Type Cueo Validity Errors Hode I

----- .----_._. ---- ---- ._-----~

8 2-6 1 Low 1 YES 1 (.57) 6 (. 01) 2(-.01) 4(-.02) 0(-.03) 7(-.03) 5(-.03) 3(-.04

U I 2-6 1 Medium 0 YES 1 (.92) 5(-.01) 8(-.01) 6(-.01) 4(-.01) 7(-.01) 2(-.01) 3(-.02)

0 1 2-6 1 lIigh 0 YES 1 (. 9'1) 3(-.00) 2(-.01) 6(-.01) 7(-.01) 5(-.Oll 4(-.01) 8(-.01l

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 I 2-6 2 113\' 18 NO· 1 (.20) 21.18). 5 I. O} ) 8(.01) 6(-.00) 7(-.02) 3(-.02) 4(-.06)

8 I 2-6 I 2 1Medium 0 NO· 1 (.44) 2(.38) 6(-.0}) 4(-.01l 3(-.02) 0(-.03) 5(-.03) 7(-.04)

8 I 2-6 I 2
IlIi~l_ -11- .0_ -I :E: _1~(~4~)_ ~~4_4)__6~-~0~ _8~-~0~)_5~-~0:)_3~-~0~)_7~-~0~)_~(-_.02)

U 1 2-6 I 3 ILow 20 NO 2(,19) 3(.12) }(.11) 6(.03) 7(.01) 8(-.01) 4(-.03) 5(-.03)

0 I 2-6 I 3 I Meui um 5 YES 3 I. 25) 1 (.25) 2 t , 25) 8(-~02) 5(-.03) 7(-.03) 4(-.04) 6(-.05)

II I 2-6 1 3 IlIiql1 0 YES 2 (. 20) 3(-.28) 1(.27) 7(-.02) 5(-.02) 4(-.02) 8(-.02) 6(-.03)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
8 I 2-6 I 4 I Low 18 NO 2(.12) 1(.12) 3 (.10) 4 (.0?l 8(.02) 7(-.02) 5(-.04) 6(-.05)

8 I 2-6 1 4 I Mediulll 9 YES 4(.10) 1(.10) 3(.17) 2(.14) 7(-.02) 6(-.04) 8(-.05) 5(-.05)

0 1 2-6 I 4 I High II 0 I YES 14 (' 2 11 1(.19) 3(.18) 2(.18) 5(-.03) 6(-.03) 8(-.05) 7(-.05)
._------

~J

I-'



TABLE "

Adequacy of Cue Sn l f euce NeiJ!<url'B as a Function of Simulation Condition

(Continued)

SHIULATION CONDITION II RES U L T S

5 Hediwn II 10 I NO·

5 lIigh 0 I YES

- - - - - - - - - - - -
6 Low 5 uo

6 Hediwn 8 YES

6 lIigh 2 tlO"

- - .... - - - - ~ - - - -
7 Low 5 UO

7 Mediwn 6 NO

., lIi'lh 1 110·

- - - -

_!. .• 1 1 . .1

N,,""",I<:0"£1,- Numher Level
of uration of Valid of Cue

Cues Type CuelJ Validity
------- ----

0 2-6

a 2-6

0 2-6

- - - - -
8 2-6

0 2-6

8 2-6

- - - - -
8 2-6

8 I 2-6

8 I 2-6

5 Low

Number
of

Errors

16

Fit
with
Nodel

NO

.- ---- --- ------

Duncan Nultiple Range Test

- - -
3(.14) 5(.09) 2 (.07) 4 (.03) 1(-.01) 6(-.04) 8(-.06) 7(-.06)

1(.20) 3(.15) 4 (.12) 5(.12) 2 (.09) 6(-.04) 7(-.05) 8(-.09)

2 (.15) 3 (.15) 4 (.14) 5(.14) 1(.13) 6(-.03) 7(-.04) 8(-.04)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3 (.12) 6( .12) 4(.08) 5(.06) 1 (.01) 2(.01) 7(-.05) 8(-.09)

1{.13) 5 (.12) 2 (.12) 6(.11) 4 (.09) 3 (. 09) 8(-.09) 7(-.12)

6 (.14) 5 (.12) 3 (.12) 2(.11) 1(.10) 4 (.08) 8(-.04) 7(-.07)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 (.12) 2(.10) 4(.06) 6(.02) 1 (.01) 5(.00) 3(-.01) 8(-.06)

5 (.15) 6(.11) 4 (.09) 1 (.09) 7(.08) 2(.08) 3(.-00) 8(-.03)

1(.13) 7(.11) 6(.10) 3 (.08) 4 (.08) 2(.07) 5(.07) 8(-.07)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

. --------_._--------- -_.----------- --------- -_._- -_..--------

--I
Iv



TAllLE 5

Cue Salience Profile Errors According to Simulation Condition

Number Level
Number of Cues

of of
3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I IValid Cue 7 8

Cues Val idi ty
Configuration Types

1-2/1-31 2-2 I 1-4 12-3 / 1-512-4 /3-31 1-6 I 2-5 13-4 I 1-7 /2-6 I 3-51 4-4

Low 11 21 16 17 15 19 10 6 22 3 0 22 1 - -
ONE Medium 11 9 7 10 4 6 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 - -

lIigh 9 8 4 5 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 - -

Low 5 8 10 17 19 21 22 15 16 23 12 21 18 - -
1'W0 Medium 7 8 £> 17 9 15 4 1 19 0 0 22 0 - -

lIigh 2 6 5 7 2 11 0 0 13 0 0 9 0 - -

Low 2 6 10 11 13 17 16 18 18 19 22 20 - -
TIlREE Mediwn 2 7 7 9 12 10 7 15 3 0 21 5 - -

lIigh 0 2 4 6 8 2 0 14 1 0 17 0 - -

Low 1 5 6 II 14 17 15 22 10 18 - -
FOUR Mediwn 3 8 6 11 7 13 9 2 15 9 - -

High 0 3 8 3 0 11 0 0 17 0 - -

Low 4 5 4 6 9 10 11 16 - -
FIVE Medium 0 8 'J 7 6 2 6 10 - -

High 1 3 1 5 1 0 6 0 - -

Low 2 2 8 6 5 - -
SIX Medium 1 2 4 5 8 - -

lIigh 1 1 0 4 2 - -
-

Low 5 5 - -
SEVEN Mediwn 2 6 - -

High 2 1 - -

'-l
Vl
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SIX

SEV

'fABLE 6

Correspondence Between Obtained Cue Salience Heans and Expected Cue Salience Means

-_.
--

Number of Cues
ber Level 3 I 4 I 5 I b~ 7 I 8
f of
id Cue

Configuration Type
5 Val idi ty

1- 2 1 1-31 2-2 I 1-4 12-3/ 1-5/2-4 13-3 I 1-612-513-41 1-712-6 13-514-4

Low NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO· NO YES YES NO YES - -
Iledium YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO· YES NO· YES - -
lIigh YES NO· . YES NO· YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES - -

Low NO NO NO NO YES NO NO· YES NO YES YES NO NO· - -
Medium. NO NO YES NO YES YES NO· YES NO· NO· YES NO· NO· - -
lIigh NO YES YES NO· NO· YES NO· NO· YES NO· NO· NO· YES - -

----
Low NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO - -

t:E !'ledium YES YES NO YES NO YES NO· NO YES YES NO YES - -
ll i qh NO· YES YES YES YES YES YES NO· NO· NO· YES YES - -

Low NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO - -
R r·ledium NO NO NO· YES YES NO YES NO· NO YES - -

lIigh YES YES YES YES YES NO YES NO· YES YES .. -

I.ow NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO - -
[.; Hedium NO YES NO· NO YES YES YES NO· - -

lIigh YES NO· NO NO YES NO· YES YES - -

l.ow NO NO NO NO NO - -
r·1f~dium NO YES NO· NO YES - -
lIigh NO· YES NO· NO NO· - -

--
Low NO NO - -

I':N Medium NO NO - -
lIi<J1I YES NO· - -

-- ._-------------_.

'-I
~
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each condition while Table 6 presents a summary of the YES/

NO indicators describing whether obtained results from the

Duncan Multiple Range Tests were in accordance with expected

model results.

In order to more adequately identify any systematic

relationships existing' within the results presented in

Tables 5 and 6, correlations were computed between the

study parameters and the table entries. For Table 5, the

number of errors computed for each condition was taken as

the dependent variable while the number of cues, number of

valid cues, level of cue validity, and two variables based

on configuration type were used as independent variables.

Level of cue validity was coded from one to three corre

sponding to low, medium and high validity levels. The two

variables based on configuration type were tne comparison

efficiency ratio associated with each type and the number

of paired comparisons required to represent that configu

ration type.

The same system for coding independent variables was

used for examining the data in Table 5. The YES/NO indi

cators were used to construct a dependent measure which was

represented by a three point scale. A simple NO was coded

as a one, a NO* was coded as a two, and a YES was coded as

a three.
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Tests of Hypotheses

Table 7 presents a correlation matrix summarizing the

interrelationships of study parameters and measures of

model adequacy. These correlations plus additional multi

ple regression analyses based on these variables were used

to test the three formal hypotheses dealing with the influence

of model parameters on measures of adequacy. Alpha levels

were set at .05 for each test.

Hypothesis #1: The null hypothesis corresponding to

hypothesis #1 was rejected, as expected, based on a signifi

cant prediction of the number of errors and -the model fit

variable from the two variables based on configuration type.

Multiple regression analyses revealed that the joint effect

of comparison efficiency and the number of paired compari

sons produced an R of .30 (p< .0002) with the number of

profile errors and an R of .28 (p< .0005) with the model

fit variable. While the hypothesis was stated in terms of

the joint effect of these variables, it should also be

noted that the hierarchical Type II sums of squares asso

ciated with these variables were also significant for both

beyond the .05 level. Thus, the unique contribution of each

variable was also significant. These two predictor variables,

which represented the effects of configuration type, were

necessarily correlated with the number of cues as can be

seen from Table 7: however, since the number of cues was

not related to either of the two adequacy measures, there



TABLE 7

Intcrcorrelations of Model Parameters and Measures of Adequacy

i

Model Parameters Adequacy Measures

Number of
Cues

Number of
Valid Cues

Comparison
Efficiency

Number of Level of
Comparisons Cue Validity

Number of Fit With
Errors Model

Number of
Cues

Number of
Valid Cues

Comparison
Efficiency

Number of
Comparisons

Level of
Cue Va Lid i ty

Number of
Errors

Fit With
Nadel

-_._--------"-----_.

.40 -.68 .38 .00 .03 .01
(.000l) (.000l) (.OOOl) (1.000) (.7069) ( .9292)

-.28 . I 'i .00 -.17 -.25
(.000l) (.0343) (1.000) ( .0192) (.0005)

.27 .00 -.22 .21
( .0002) (1.000) ( .0023) ( .0045)

.00 -.24 .24
(1.000) ( .0009) ( .0010)

-.53 .51
(.OOOl) (.OOOl)

- .33
(.000l)

---

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses indicate probability levels.

-....)
-....)
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was no reason to regard the number of cues as an alterna

tive explanation for these relationships.

Hypothesis #2: The null hypothesis for hypothesis

#2 could not realistically be rejected due to conflicting

implications suggested by the two measures of adequacy.

The expectation that the adequacy of cue salience measures

would diminish as the number of valid cues were increased

was partially realized in that the correlation between the

number of valid cues and fit with the model was -.25. This

correlation suggests that the fit did deteriorate somewhat

as the number of valid cues were increased. However, the

number of errors also seemed to diminish as the number of

valid cues were increased (r = -.17). The latter correla

tion, it appears was substantially influenced by an arti

fact described more completely on page 82. Even though

subsequent data analyses directed at investigating this

artifact provided essential support for Hypothesis #2, it

could not be confirmed in its original more general form.

Hypothesis #3: The null hypothesis corresponding to

hypothesis #3 was rejected strongly. Both measures of ade

quacy were found to improve as a function of the level of

cue validity. Level of cue validity produced a -.53 cor

relation with number of errors and a .51 correlation with

the model fit variable.
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Overall Patterns of Model Performance

Aside from the specific relationships covered by the

tests of hypotheses, one is struck by a number of other

data features evident from Tables 5, 6, and 7. In general,

it is clear that the model worked quite well for some simu

lation conditions and not well at all for others. All of

the "one cue" configuration types which involve a single

cue assuming a value different from all others (i.e., 1-2,

1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 1-7) performed quite poorly for almost

all levels of prediction and numbers of valid cues. To a

large degree, this was to be expected in that these configu

rations represent the most highly confounded of the various

configuration types and also involve the fewest number of

comparisons or data observations.

Also to be expected was the overall poor performance

of the configurations corresponding to three, four, and

five cues. Although Table 7 shows that the number of cues

is uncorrelated with both measures of cue salience adequacy,

this lack of correlation appears to be due primarily to the

overall poor performance of all "one cue" configuration

types and to the fact that not all of the data were available

for the two most balanced type configurations involving

eight cues. The more balanced type configurations for six,

seven, and eight cues appeared to have performed quite

well for three or fewer valid cues.
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One is also struck by the overwhelming effect that the

level of cue validity has on model performance. For high

levels of cue validity, the model works extremely well for

all configurations involving more than five cues. It is

reassu~'ing to note that the model parameter correlating at

the highest level with model performance (r = -.53 and .51)

is the cue validity factor which determines the actual

strength of patterns existing in the raw data.

Overall Prediction of Errors and Model Fit

The five measures representing the four model parameters

were combined in a series of mUltiple regression equations

to predict profile errors and model fit for each condition.

Table 8 presents a summary of the R values obtained by

successively dropping each parameter variable from the

regression analyses. All R values were significant beyond

.0001.

Exploratory Analyses

As indicated in Chapter IV, a major goal of the study

was to identify any systematic relationships existing

between model parameters and measures of adequacy. While

the simple correlations appearing in Table 7 are inter

esting, they do not reflect some of the more subtle rela

tionships existing in the data. The analyses which follow

are directed at revealing relationships somewhat more

obscure.



TABLE 8

Multiple Correlations of Adequacy Measures
with Model Parameters

NOTE: Comparison Efficiency and Number of Comparisons
represent two aspects of the Configuration Type
Model parameter.

81
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Number of Valid Cues: Examination of Table 5 reveals

that the number of errors for conditions involving high

numbers of valid cues are surprisingly low. In fact, these

low error rates are contradictory to the entries of Table 6

which show that the model tends to fit less well under these

conditions. While it cannot be stated with certainty, these

results appear to be due to an artifact resulting from the

particular manner in which errors were counted. Under con

ditions where the number of valid cues are high, only one

or two cues were left to assume random relationships. This

is considerably different from the situation in which three

or four cues are left to assume random relationships. A

single cue salience measure which is allowed to assume a

random value has only one-fourth the probability that any

one of four random cue salience measures have of achieving

a value higher than the lowest valid measure. Thus, when

six or seven valid measures are compared against one random

measure, it is questionable as to whether the number of

errors, as defined in the study, is a reasonable measure

of salience profile adequacy.

The correlation matrix presented in Table 7 was

recomputed after dropping all conditions for which the

number of valid cues was greater than three. With this

recomputation, the value of the correlation between the

number of valid cues and the number of errors changes

from a -.17 to a +.14 indicating that the relationship is
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actually curvilinear. Computation of a second degree poly

nomial equation over all conditions bears out this relation

ship. ,The second degree term raises the correlation from

its original first degree level of -.17 to a more significant

.27. The Type II sums of squares associated with the second

degree term were significant beyond the .0039 level.

The meaning of all of this seems to be that there is a

natural tendency for the number of errors to correlate in a

negative but linear fashion with the number of valid cues.

However, because the real performance of the model was

better for a smaller number of valid cues, the error rates

for the smaller numbers of valid cues were restrained from

achieving naturally high levels by the effects of the model.

The performance of the model seems to have deteriorated

somewhat with a moderate number of valid cues, allowing

the error rate to increase. However, as the number of

valid cues increased further, the natural probability effects

took over and caused a decrease in the error counts. Unfor

tunately this would suggest that the use of this form of

error count as a measure of adequacy does not impose a

standard criterion of perfect uniformity across all simu

lation conditions.

Configuration Type: As indicated earlier, two measures

representing configuration type were developed. These

measures were intended to tap two separate dimensions of

cue confounding, comparison efficiency and the total number
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of paired comparisons generated by a particular configura

tion. Three additional measures based on these original two

measures were generated for exploratory purposes. The addi

tional variables were: (1) a three point scale indicating

the general level of confounding coded such that all configu

ration types beginning with a 1 (i.e., 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5,

1-6, 1-7) were assigned a value of one; all configuration

types beginning with 2 were assigned a value of two; and all

configurations beginning with 3 were assigned with a value

of three, (2) the efficiency ratio mUltiplied by the number

of paired comparisons, and (3) the efficiency ratio multi

plied by the number of cues comprising the configuration

type. The first newly created variable was a rather

generalized representation of the level of confounding within

the configuration types, while the second variable repre

sented the number of comparisons for each cue involving dif

ferent values for that cue on the two stimuli being compared,

and finally, the third variable represented the average num

ber of cues having different values for each paired comparison.

The last measure described was felt to be the most com

plete representation of configuration type in that it incor

porated three of the other four configuration type measures

directly into its computation. The formula which follows

shows the interrelationship of the average number of cues

having differing values per comparison to three of the

other four configuration type measures. The other four

measures were C, P, C/P, and the three point scale.
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A e
K= .P

where: A = Average number of cues having differing
values per comparison

e = Number of comparisons for each cue
involving differing values

P = Number of paired comparisons

elP = Efficiency ratio

K = Number of cues

The composite variable (A) did, in fact, prove to be

the most useful of the variables representing configuration

type. The correlation of this variable with the number of

errors was -.28 (p< .0001) and was .30 (p< .0001) with the

model fit measure. The real value of the variable, however,

was its predictive power when combined with other model

parameters to predict the adequacy of model performance

across the 189 simulation conditions. These analyses are

discussed in the following section.

Prediction of Model Performance: Table 8 presented

the results of multiple regression analyses measuring the

decline in R values experienced as each of the model param-

eters was dropped from the respective equations predicting

the number of profile errors and predicting fit with the

model. Although these types of analyses are useful for

identifying the amount of unique variance accounted for by
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each predictor, one should not necessarily assume that the

parameters accounting for the greatest amount of unique

variance will prove to be the most useful predictors when

one sets out to find the smallest number of predictors which

will achieve a comparable level of correlation.

In order to determine which combination of predictors

could most efficiently account for performance of the model,

a regression procedure was employed which computed all com

binations of all numbers of predictors and ordered the pre

dictor combinations from worst to best according to the

magnitude of the resulting R2 values. As usual, the two

dependent measures entered into the analyses were the num

ber of profile errors and the model fit variable. The

independent measures considered were the five configuration

type variables, the number of cues, the number of valid cues,

and the level of cue validity.

While in some sense, this might appear to be sCillewhat

of a fishing expedition, certain expectations were developed

on an a priori basis and were compared against the actual

outcome. It was expected that each dimension of the model

parameters would somehow be represented in an ideal combi

nation of predictor variables. That is, the basic model

parameters consisting of number of cues, number of valid

cues, level of cue validity, and configuration type were

all relatively uncorrelated as a result of the study design.

Each parameter was felt to be important in determining the
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adequacy of cue salience measures derived from the model,

and it was assumed that these parameters would each provide

some contribution to an ideal regression equation.

The real questions to be answered by these analyses

dealt with which or how many of the configuration type

variables would be important to prediction and how these

variables would combine with the other variables to account

for the adequacy of performance measures.

When all eight predictors were entered into regression

equations, the multiple correlation for number of errors

was .648 and was .664 for the model fit variable. The

analyses involving all possible predictor combinations

revealed that three predictors, the level of cue validity,

the configuration type measure "A", and the number of valid

cues were capable of producing R values of .618 and .662

respectively.

Not only did these three predictors very closely

approximate the level of prediction attained by the full

complement of predictors, but they also form a quite par

simonious representation of the model parameters. The

level of cue validity and the number of valid cues speak

for themselves as model parameters; however, what is

interesting to note is that the configuration type measure

"A" fills a rather unique vacuum in that it taps both

comparison efficiency and the number of cues. While the

number of cues was earlier shown to have a zero correla

tion with both measures of adequacy, the parameter does
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seem to have some multiplicative or interaction value in

that the "A" measure performed much better than the effi

ciency ratio and thp. only difference between the two is

that the "A" measure is really the efficiency ratio multi

plied by the number of cues.

Number of Cues: Up until this point, most of the

discussion regarding model parameters has focussed on the

linear relationships of these parameters with the two central

measures of adequacy across all 189 simulation conditions.

This section presents the results of an attempt to look at

the number of cues as a moderating effect.

Table 9 presents a summary of the multiple correlations

obtained by regressing the three earlier identified predic

tive variables on the measures of adequacy for each number

of cues studied. While the results are interesting, they

must be viewed cautiously in that the range of parameters

were different for various numbers cues causing the number

of simulation conditions to vary also according to the number

of cues.

The correlations presented in Table 9 suggest that as

the number of cues increase, the predictability of the model

diminishes. On purely a speculative basis, it might be

argued that as the number of cues increase and the range

of valid cues increases, the predictability of model ade

quacy decreases due to the previously described questionable

error counts for the high ranges of valid cues. This notion
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TABLE 9

Multiple Correlations of Study Parameters
with Adequacy Measures for each Number

of Cues Considered

Number Adequacy Measure

of
Cues

Number of Errors Fit 'vi th Model

3 .93 (.0541) .83 (.1747)

4 .83 (.0008) .76 (.0054)

5 .73 (.0012) .70 (.0032)

6 .66 (.0001) .69 (.0001)

7 .66 (.0001) .64 (.0001)

8 .62 (.0003) .76 (.0001)

NOTE: Numbers in parenthesis are probability levels.
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is supported by the greater drop in predictability for the

number of errors as compared to the model fit variable.

It should be noted, however, that the mUltiple corre

lations presented in Table 9, especially those corresponding

to smaller numbers of cues, are of highly questionable

stability. Also it should be emphasized that the correla

tions refer to predictability and not to absolute levels

of adequacy. Thus, while the conditions involving small

numbers of cues may possibly be more predictable, one can

see with only a brief look at Tables 5 and 6 that these

conditions certainly performed no better than conditions

involving a greater number of cues.

Power of the Model

In all of the 189 conditions generated, it was always

true that at least one cue was programmed to exhibit some

level of validity while at least one other cue was pro

grammed to exhibit a random relationship with the criterion.

Thus, it was always true that the valid cue or cues should

result in higher cue salience measures than the random ones.

This is equivalent to saying that the null hypothesis

postulating equivalence between valid and random cues was

always false for all 189 conditions. The power of the model

can be conceived as the ability of the model to adequately

detect cases in which the appropriate alternative hypothesis

is true. That hypothesis is simply that the cue salience
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measures associated with valid cues are greater than those

associated with random cues.

As a means of assessing the power of the model, the

number of errors detected for each condition (see Table 5)

was used as an indication of the extent to which the alter-

native hypothesis was not confirmed when it should have been.

In that there were thirty sets of cue salience measures

developed for each condition, the power for anyone condi-

tion can be computed as:

Power = 1 _ ( 30 - Errors
30

Table 10 presents a summary of the power ratios

associated with each level of the four model parameters.

The configuration type parameter was consolidated into

three levels based on the degree of balance. That is, all

"one cue" types were placed in the I-X category while all

types in which two cues have values different from the other

cues were placed in the 2-X category, etc.

The table shows the power of the model to increase

substantially as a function of cue validity and as a

function of configuration type. There is little change in

power due to differing numbers of cues as would be expected

in that the number of cues did not correlate with either

measure of cue salience adequacy.
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TABLE 10

Power Levels as a Function of Model Parameters

Study
Parameter

Power Levels Associated
with Each Parameter Values

Number of
Cues

3
( .75)

45678
(.76) (.74) (.76) (.78) (.72)

Number of
Valid Cues

123 4 567
(.78) (.68) (.70) (.73) (.82) (.89) (.88)

Level of
Cue Validity

Configuration
Type

Low
( . 60)

I-X
( . 69)

Medium
( . 78)

2-X
( . 79)

High
( . 89)

3-X
( .84)
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As discussed in the section on number of valid cues

beginning on page 82, the apparent decrease in errors as a

function of increasing numbers of valid cues appears to be

an artifact of the error counting process. For this reason,

the generally increasing power values associated with

increasing numbers of valid cues should be viewed with

caution.

While it is often the case that power values are used

to evaluate the analytic adequacy of a model or a statistical

test, the artifactual contamination of error rates makes it

difficult in this case. As an alternative, the overall ade-

quacy of the model was examined in terms of the model fit

variable. Those analyses are presented in the next section.

Identification of Conditions for
which the Model Appears Adequate

It has been stated several times that a major goal of

the current study is to provide some means by which an

experimenter can estimate the expected performance level

of the model given certain model parameters and assessments

of the paired comparison task. This section proposes a

system by which an experimenter might make such predictions.

The approach capitalizes on the least squares predic-

tions generated by regressing the number of valid cues, the

level of cue validity, and the configuration type measure

"A" on the model fit variable. Model fit was chosen as the

ultimate criterion for two reasons. The measure was found
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to be more predictable than the error rate, and it does not

appear to be related in any artifactual manner with study

parameters. It would not have made much sense theoretically

to have selected error rate as the criterion when its rela

tionship with the number of valid cues parameter was suspect.

Development of a regression equation using number of errors

as the criterion would have entailed use of a regression

weight for the number of valid cues opposite in sign from

the hypothesized direction of relationship.

The regression of the model parameters on the model fit

variable produces predicted values which can be interpreted

in general accordance with the scale anchors originally

assigned to the model fit variable. The variable was origi

nally defined such that a value of one indicated that the

mean cue salience measures for a particular condition did

not meet the criteria established on the basis of the Duncan

Multiple Range Test for matching expected model results.

A value of two indicated that only one condition out of

three had not been met, and a three indicated that the

results for a particular condition qualified on all three

conditions determining fit with expected results.

The mean for the model fit variable across all 189

conditions was very close to 2.0 with a standard deviation

of .9. Given a mUltiple correlation of .66, this would

indicate that the predicted values would have a standard

deviation of about .6 around a mean also of 2.0. Thus,
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depending on the seriousness of making a Type I error, the

experimenter can on an a priori basis establish a level of

required model performance, (e.g., 2.2, 2.6, 3.0, etc.),

and after making two assessments regarding the planned

rating task, can enter this information into the regression

formula and determine whether the model would be expected

to achieve the desired level of performance.

The two necessary assessments regarding the rating

task would involve projections of the general level of

association expected between cue predictors and the subject

rating responses and an estimate of the number of cues to

which subjects might reasonably respond. While assessing

the number of valid cues is relatively straight forward,

the regressions equation as originally computed would require

the experimenter to rate the level of expected cue validity

on a three point scale where a value of one would indicate a

low level of association, a two would indicate a medium

level, and a three would indicate a high level.

As indicated in Chapter V, the low, medium, and high

cue validity levels do not refer to specific correlation

levels per se, but rather reflect the proportion of time

that one would expect a subject to respond consistent with

cue validities. Bases on these approximations, a second

version of the regression equation between the three model

parameters and the model fit variable was derived. Rather

than using an unanchored three point scale, the second
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version used the actual .1, .3, and .5 proportion codes

incorporated into the program which generated hypothetical

subject responses.

The new regression equation has exactly the same pre-

dictive properties of the previous version with the excep-

tion that an experimenter using the equation no longer needs

to convert the level of cue validity to a three point scale.

Instead the experimenter can estimate directly the propor-

tion codes and enter them into the equation. In fact, it

is reasonable for experimenters to enter proportion levels

other than the three values indicated as long as these

values remain within the general range of .1 to .5. While

the equation was not developed using values other than .1,

.3, and .5, the general robustness of the general linear

model is such that a small transgression such as this is

not likely to have serious negative consequences. The

regression formula is:

Predicted Fit = .3 + A(.54) + P(2.82) + V(-.153)

Where: A = Average number of cues having different
values per comparison

P = Proportion of comparisons subjects
could be expected to respond consistent
with cue values

v = Number of cues subjects are likely to
consider in making evaluations
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The values for A can be derived by multiplying the

efficiency ratios presented in Table 4 by the number of

paired comparisons also presented in Table 4.

Table 11 eliminates the need for computation by

listing the predicted model fit values for each combination

of model parameters. While the original scale involved

only the three discrete values of one, two, and three, the

predicted values are continuous and, in some cases, exceed

three or are less than one. The highest predicted value

corresponds to the condition defined by the 3-4 configuration

type, high level of cue validity, and one valid predictor.

That value was 3.46, well above the theoretical value of 3.0

indicating adequate fit with the model. The lowest value

was .058 corresponding to the condition defined by the 1-7

configuration type, low level of cue validity, and seven valid

cues. This value was substantially below the theoretical

value of 1.0 indicating the results would probably not fit

with expected model results.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall Model Adequacy

In general, it can be fairly stated that the model per

formed quite well under certain conditions and quite poorly

under other conditions. These kinds of findings were to be

expected in that it was the intent of the current research

to expose the model to a wide range of input data charac

teristics. An examination of the parameters determining

input data characteristics is very important in developing

any overall statements regarding model performance.

When making such assessments, it is tempting to look

at information such as that presented in Tables 5 and 6 or

Table 11 and develop statements regarding the number of

conditions for which the model proved inadequate versus

the number of conditions for which the model proved ade

quate, etc. However, since the choice of parameters and

parameter values determines the particular characteristics

of the conditions under which the model is evaluated, per

formance adequacy must be considered specifically with

regard to model parameters.

Results indicated that the level of association between

cue predictor values and hypothetical subject responses

(cue validity) was the single most important variable in

determining the adequacy of cue salience measures developed
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from the model. With this in mind, it should be noted that

these cue-criterion associations were generated by creating

an exact match between cue predictor values and the crite

rion variable over a certain proportion of stimuli compari

sons. The proportions used in the study were .1, .3, and

.5.

It is safe to say that had these proportions been set

higher, the apparent performance of the model would have

been substantially improved. It might be argued that pro

portions of .2, .5, and .8 would have been more realistic

representations of low, medium, and high levels of cue

validity; if so, the results of the study do not suffi

ciently portray model performance under conditions involving

high levels of cue-criterion association.

Considerations regarding the realism of model param

eters must also be taken into account when examining the

effects of the number of valid cues. For the sake of

completeness, the study included a range of valid cues from

one to the number of cues considered minus one. This meant

that for six, seven, or eight cues, the number of valid cues

was as large as five, six, or seven.

The bulk of scientific evidence on human information

processing would suggest that it is very rare that an indi

vidual would utilize that many different pieces of infor

mation simultaneously. Thus, while the model failed to

perform well for cases involving a large number of valid
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cues, it is also unlikely that those conditions would not

exist as a part of most rating tasks.

Further, the effects on model performance due to the

number of valid cues are not independent of the effects due

to cue validity levels. Thus, had the model included con

ditions involving cue-criterion associations based on ?ro

portions of .8, the model might very well have adequately

handled a higher number of valid cues for these conditions.

Another question of realism involves the use of con

figuration types based on three or four cues. While an

experimenter may very well choose to conduct a study which

involves the investigation of fewer than five cues, it is

unlikely that an investigator would use a procedure which

called for only six paired comparisons. For this range of

cues, it is much more reasonable for the investigator to

employ some alternative involving all possible cue con

figurations or the combination of cue configuration types.

Actual alternatives are discussed in the next section on

proposals for future research. The point being made here

is that the model conditions created for three and four

cues are not likely to exist in many experimental rating

tasks.

When one considers the situations to which the model

might reasonably be applied, the general adequacy of the

model can be viewed in somewhat different terms. For five,

six, seven, and eight cues involving three or fewer valid
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cues, the model performed quite well. If one considers

only the more balanced configuration types (i.e., ignore

the "one cue" types) model performance is excellent. Thus,

although the model performed quite poorly for some condi

tions, in general it can be stated that model performance

was quite good for most situations in which the model might

reasonably be applied.

Proposals for Future Research

Almost any research effort must endure certain limita

tions in order to make it accomplishable. For the current

study, it would have been unmanageable to have considered

all logical combinations of parameters affecting input data

characteristics. Some of these limitations are quite impor

tant and would provide good subject matter for future

research.

The study did not consider different levels of cue

validity for different cues involved in the same regression

equation. It has been established that for certain condi

tions, the model adequately distinguishes valid cues from

non-valid cues. A logical next question would seem to center

on whether the model was capable of distinguishing among

various levels of valid cues.

The greatest limitation of the research conducted thus

far involves the dichotomous constraint placed on the value

of cues. The investigation of additional configuration

types for smaller numbers of cues should provide for the
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development of comparison strategies much more effective

than those used in the current study. Development of such

strategies should allow for very precise distinctions to

be made when the number of cues is kept small.

A comparison strategy implied by the current research

but not investigated is the combination of configuration

types in order to improve the performance of unbalanced

types without encountering all of the paired comparisons

required of a more balanced type. That is, what is the

effectiveness of presenting three sets of comparisons

developed from a 1-7 configuration type relative to

employing a 2-6 configuration type which would require a

considerably greater number of comparisons?

Conclusions

The study at hand proposed and evaluated a model for

the development of cue salience measures based on the paired

comparisons of multiple cue stimuli under conditions where

fewer than all possible configurations of cue values were

compared.

Results of the evaluation analyses indicated that the

model yields cue salience measures of varying adequacy

depending on the conditions under which the model is

employed. It was found that:

1. The level of association between cue values

and subject responses (cue validity) is most
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important in determining the adequacy

of cue salience measures.

2. The level of cue confounding inherent

in the type of cue configurations which

are compared affects the adequacy of cue

salience measures.

3. The number of valid cues affects the

adequacy of cue salience measures.

4. The model can be used most effectively

for situations involving greater than

four cues and fewer than four valid

cues. Within these constraints, the

model provides highly acceptable salience

measures for configuration types other

than those allowing only one cue to assume

a value different from the others.

A table and formula were presented such that either

provides estimates of the adequacy levels to be expected

for cue salience measures derived for various numbers of

cues, cue configuration types, numbers of valid cues, and

levels of cue validity.
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Computer Program used to

Generate and Analyze Model Data
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OPTIONS S=AO NONU~SER NODATE NONOTES 8LKS[ZE=32000;
TIT!..E;

DATA CaMS;
INPUT NCuE:
KEEP CuEl-eUEI0 NeUE NCOV;
ARRAY eUE CUE1-eUEI0;
MlRAY e CI-CI0;
~AX = (2 ••NeUEI/2:

00 OvER C:
C = ~AX:

MAX = ~A X / 2;
END;

~O 1=1 TO Z*.NeUE;
1)0 OVER CUE;
CUE", 0:
IF ~D(FLOOR(I/el.21 > 0 THEN cuE = I;
IF e < I THEN CUE = .;
END;

Neov = Su~(eUEI.eUE2.CUE3.euE4.CUEs.euE5.CUE7.eUE8.CUEq.CUEIOI;

[F Neov > 0 AND (Neov*21 =< NCuE THEN OUTPUT;
=;NO:

CARDS;

PRoe SORT OATA=eOMS;
BY Neov;

DATA ~ATCHl (KEEP=euEI-CUE10 NeUE NCOV NeOMB PAIRI PAIR2)
~ATCH2 (KEEP:TE~PI-TE~PIO NeUE Neov NeOM8 PAIRl PAIRZI;

SET CaMS;
~ETAIN N:
ARRAY CUE eUEl-euEI0;
ARRAY TEMP TE~PI-TEMPI0;

K = NCUE:
DO I = 1 TO NeUE - 1;
K = K * (NeUE - I I ;
END;

P = Neov:
00 t = 1 TO NeoV - I;
p = P * (NeOV - I,;
END:

o = NeUE - Ne::JV;
00 I = I TO NCUE - Neov - I;
a = 0 * (NeUE - NeoV - II;
END:

NeO~8 = K / (P*OI;
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LCOV = LAG1NCOvl:
00 aVER CUE;
TE"'P = CUE:
END:

IF NCOV ~= LCOV THEN N=O:
N = N+ 1;

NPAIR = NCO~S - N:
IF NPAIR = 0 THEN GO TO OTHER:

00 1=1 TO'lPAIR:
PAIR1 :: N:

PAIRZ :: N + 1:
OUTPUT MATCHl:
END:

OTHER: NPAIR = 'II - 1:
IF NPAIR = 0 T~EN GO TO SKIP:

00 1=1 TO "lPIlIIR;
PIlIIR1:: I;
PIlIIRZ = 'I:
OUTPUT '1ATCHZ:
<::1'10:

SKIP~ NPAIR = 0:

0ROC DELETE DATA=CO",S:

PROC SORT DATA=MATCHZ:
3Y NCOV PIlIIR1 PIlIIRZ:

DATA PAIRED:
MeRGE ~ATCHl "'ATCHZ:
BY NCOV PIlIIRl PIlIIRZ:

PROC DELETE DATA=",ATCHl 'IATCHZ:

MACRO GENERATE

DATA COMPARE:
SET PAIRED:
KEEP COMPl-COMPlO NCUE NCOV NCaR RANDOM1-RANOOM30 LC TOTAL;
ARRAY CuE CuEI-CUE10:
ARRAY TE'IP TE"'Pl-TE"'P10:
ARRAY COMP CO'lPl-CO"'P10:

DO OVER CUE:
CD'IP = ASSICUE - TE",PI:
IF COMP = • THEN COMP = v:
EN,.,:

TOTAL=SUM1CDM01.COMP2.COMP3.CDMP4.COMo5.COMP6.COMP7.COMP8.COMP9.COMPI01;

ARRAY RANDOM RANOOMl-RANOOM30:
DO OVER RANDOM:
RANDOM:: UNIFCRM(OI:
END: ,.

MACRO FINAL
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P~OC G~~ nATA=COMPA~E:

~ODE~ RANOO~t-RANOO~15=CO~PI-CD~PtO / NOUNI;
OUTPUT OUT=REGRESSI P~EDICTEO=PREOI-PRED15:

BV NCUE NCaR ~C NCOV:

PRot GL~ ~ATA=Ca~~AH~;

~ODE~ ~ANOO~16-RANOOM30zCO~gl-CO~PIO/ NOUN(:
OUTPUT OUT=REGRESS2 PpED(CTED=PRE~16-PRED30:

av NCUE NCaR ~C ~COV;

DATA REGRESS:
~ERGE ~EGRESSI REGRESS2:

PRQC QE~ETE DATA=CO~PARE ~EGRESSI ~EGRESS2;

PROC CORR NOPRINT ~ATA=REGRESS DUTP=COR:
ev NCuE NCOR ~C NCOV:
VAR(A6~ES COMP1-CD~PIO PPEOI-PRED30 ~ANOOMI-RANOO~30;

PRCC DE~ETE OATA=REGRESS;

~ATA SAL IKEEP=NCDV CUE SALIENCE) DIFFER IKEEP=NCOV COMPI-CO~P10 NCORI
RVA~UE IKEEP=NCuE NCOV RSQR);

SET COR:
FI~E PRINT:
IF _N_ = 1 THEN oUT //~2 130.'.' // »57 NCUE= NCOR= ~C= // ~2 130 ••• ·:
ARRAY PREO(CT PREDI-PRED~O:

RETAIN CUE:
RETA(N R;
~cov = LAGINCOV):
IF NCDV ~= ~COV THEN CUE = 0:
IF NCOV ~ LCOV THEN R = 0:
IF SUBSTq( NAME_,1,41 = 'CCMP' THEN Gu TO ONE:
ELSE GO TO T~O:

ONE: CuE = CUE ~ I:
~o OVER PREDICT:
(F PREDICT> 0 THEN SALIENCE = PREDICT. PREDICT:
ELSE SA~IENC: = PREDICT. PREDICT * -I:
IF CUE> NCuE THEN SALIENCE = .:
OUToUT SA~:

END;
T~O: IF SUOSTRI NAME_,1,4) = 'oRED' THEN GO TO THRE~:

ELSE RETURN;
THREE: OUTPUT DIFFER:

A~RAV RANOO~(I) ~ANDa~1-RANOO~30;

R = R + I;
DO 1=1 TO 30;
IF 1 = R THEN RSQR = PA~OO~ • RANDOM;
END;

OUTPUT RVA~UE;
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P~OC ~EANS OATA=RVALUE;
BY NCOV;

PROC OELETE OATA=RVALUE;

PROC OELETE OATA=COR;
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DATA OIF;
SET DIFFER;
A~RA~ COMP COMol-CO~PlO;

ARRAY SAL SALl-SALlO;
~o ~VER COMP;
IF COMP > 0 THEN SAL=ROUNO(CO~P.CO~P*lO)/lO;

ELSE SAL=RQUNO(COMP*COMP*lO)/-lO:
END;

ERROR = 0;
IF NC~R = 1 TH:N GO TO ONE;
IF NCOR = 2 THEN GO TO TwO;
IF ~COR = 3 THEN GO TO THREE;
IF NCDR = 4 THEN GO TO FOUR;
IF ~COR = 5 THEN GO TO FIVE;
IF NCQR = 0 THEN GO TO SIX:
IF NCDR = 7 THEN GO TO SEVEN;
IF NCOR = ~ THEN GO TO EIGHT;
IF NCOR = 9 THEN GO TO NINE:
RETURN;

ONE: IF A8S(COMPl) < AeS(MAX(COMP2.COMPJ.COMP4.COMP5.COM~.COMP7.COMP8.COMP9·

COMPlO» THEN E~ROR=l;

ELSE RETURN;
TwO: IF ABSIMIN(COMPl.COMP2»<AeS(MAX(COMP3.C~MP4.COMP5.COMP6.COMP7.COMP9.

COMPq.CO~PlO» THEN ER~OR=l;

ELSE RETUHN;
THREE: IF ABSIMIN(COMPl.COMP2.COMP311<A8S(MAX(CQMP4.COMP5.COMP6.COMP7.COMP8.

COMP9.CO~P\0» THEN ERROR=l;
ELSE RETURN;

FOUR: IF A6S(MIN(CO~Pl.COMP2.COMP3.COMP41)<A6S(MAXICOMP5.COMP6.COMP7.COMPB.

COMP9.COMPlO)1 THEN ERROR=l;
ELSE RETURN;

FIVE: IF A~5IMI~ICOMP1.COMP2.COMP3.COMP4.COMP51)<ABS(MAX(COMP6.COMP7.COMPQ.

COMP9.COMP\011 THEN ERROR21;

ELSE RETURN;
SIX: IF A8SIMIN(COMPl.COMP2.COMP3.COMP4.COMPS.COMP6»<AeS(MAX(COMP7.COMP9.

COMP9.COMPlOII THEN ERROR=l;
ELSE RETURN;

SEvEN: IF ABS(MIN(CQMPt.COMP2.COMPJ.COMP4.COMPS.COMP6.COMP7ll<ARSIMAXICOMP9.
COMP9.COMPlOI) THEN ERROR=l;
ELSE RETURN;

EIGHT: IF A8SIMIN(COMP1.COMP2.COMP3.COMP4.COMPS.COMP6.COMP7.COMP8»<A8S(MAXI
COMP9.CO~PlO)1 THEN ERROR=1;
ELSE RETURN;

NINE: IF AOSI~[N(COMP1.COMP2.COMPJ.COMP4.COMPS.CO~P6.COMP7.COMP8.COMP911<

A8SICO~PlOI THEN ERROR=l;
ELSE RETURN;



pQOC ~ELETE DATA=OIFFER;

P~OC FREQ ~ATA=OIF:

TA8LES ERROR;
TA8LES SALI-SALIO;
BY NCOV:

PROC ANOVA OATA=SAL;
CLASS CUE:
~OOEL SALIENCE = CUE:
~EANS CUE / DUNCAN ALPHA=.OS:
BY NCOV;

PROC DELETE DATA=SAL OIF:X
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GENERATE
NCOR=1 :
LC : • I :
00 OVER f<lANOOM;
IF UNIFOR~(Ol <LC THEN RANOO~

END:
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 1:
I..C = .3;

ca~PI:

DO OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFOR"'(Ol <LC THEN RANDOM = caMPI:
END:
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 1;
I..C = .5:
DO OvER RANDOM;
IF UNIFORM(O) <LC THEN RANDOM = caMPI:
=NO:
FINAL

GENERATE
NCaR = 2:
I..C = • 1 ;
00 OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFOR"'(Ol <LC THEN RANDOM = ~EAN(COMP1.COMP2l:

ENO;
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 2:
I..C = .3;
DO OVER RANDO,",:
IF uNIFORM(Ol <I..C THEN RANDOM = "'EAN(COMPI.COMP2l;
ENO;
FINAL



GENERATE
NCOIol = 2:
I..C = .5:
00 OVER RANOOM;
IF UNIFOHM(O) <~C THEN RANDOM = ~EAN(CO~Pl,Ca~P2);

E.l"D:
FINAL.

GENERATE
NCOR = 3;
I..C = .1;
00 OvER RANDOM;
IF UNIFOR~(O) <~C T~EN RANOO~ = ~EANICOMP1,COMP2,COMP3);

END;
FINAl.

GENERATE
NCOR = 3:
LC = .3:
00 OVER KANDO"4;
IF UNIFOR~(O) <~C THEN RANDOM = ~EAN(COMP1.COMP2.COMP3);

ENO;
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 3;
LC = • -3;
':>0 OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFORM(O) <~C THEN RANDOM = MEAN(COMP1.COMP2.COMP3);

END;
FrNA~

GENERATE
NCOR = 4;
LC = .1:
l)O OVER RANOOM;
1~ U~IFORM(O) <LC T~EN RANDOM = UEANICOMP1,COMP2.COMP3.COM0 4 ) :
END;
FINAl..

GENERATE
NCOR = 4;
LC = .3:
UO OVER RANDOM;
IF IJNIFtJRM(O) <~C THEN RANDOM MEAN(COMP1.COMP2,COMP3.COMP4);
END;
FINA~

GENERATE
NCaR = 4;
~C = .5;
00 OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFOR~(Ol <~c THEN RANOOM = MEAN(CO~Pl.COMP2.COMP3.CO~P4);

END;
FINA~
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GENERATE
NCOR = 5;
cc = .1;
DO OVER ~ANOOM;

IF UNIFOR~(O) <LC THEN RANDOM = MEAN(CO~P1.CO~P2.CO~P3.COMP4.COMPS);

END;
FINAL

Gt::NERATE
NCOR = 5;
LC = .3;
oo OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFO~M(Q) <LC THEN RANDOM 2 MEANICO~Ol.CO~P2.COMP3.CO~P4.COMPS);

END;
FINAL

GE'lERATE
"lCaR = 5;
LC = .5;
DO OVER RANOOM;
IF UNIFORM(Q) <LC THEN HANOOM = ~EAN(COMP1.CO~P2,COMP3.COMP4,COMPS);

END;
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 6-;
LC = .1;
UO OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFORM(O) <LC THEN RANCOM = MEANICO~Pl,CO~P2.COMP3.COMP4.COMPS.

COMP6) ;
ENO;
FINAL

GENERATE
NCaR = 6;
LC = • .3;
DO OVER RANDOM;
IF UNIFOH~(O) <LC THFN RANDOM = MEANICOMPl.COMP2.COMP3.COMP4,COMPS.

CO~~P6) ;
END;
FINAL

GENERATE
NCOR = 6;
LC = .5;
00 OVER RANDO"";
IF UNIFORM(Q) <LC THEN RANDOM = MEANICOMPl,COMP2.COMP3.COMP4.COMP5,

COMP6) ;
END;
FINAL
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GENERATE
NCOR = 7;
L.C = • 1 ;
DO OVER ~ANDOM;

IF UN[FOR~(O) <LC THEN RANDOM = MEAN(COMP1.COMP2.CO~P3.COMP4~CO~PS.

COMP6.COMP7) ;
ENO;
FINAL.

GENERATE
NCOR = 7;
L.C = .J:
,)0 OVER RANOO"4;
[F uNIFOR~(O) <L.C THEN R~NOOM = MEAN(COMPl.CO~P2.CO~P3.COMP4.COMP5.

CO"lP6 .COMP?);
=:NO;
FINAL.

GENERATE
NCOR = 7;
L.C = .5;
00 OVER RANOO104;
IF UN[FORM(O) <LC THEN RANDOM = MEAN(COMPl.COMP2.COMP3.COMP4.COMPS.

COIolP6.CO/olP7);
E!'lO;
FINAL
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